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ERIK P. SMITH, P.C.
311-8 Coeur d'Alene Avenue
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814
Tel. (208) 667-2000
Fax (208) 765-9110
ISBN 5008
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f

Attorney for Defendants

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF iDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

CASE NO. CV 15-5814
DENNIS IRISH and WANDA IRISH,
husband and wife,

Plaintiffs,

AFFIDAVIT OF JEFFREY HALL IN
SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR
ATTORNEYS' FEES

vs.
JEFFREY HALL and DONA HALL,
husband and wife,

Defendants.

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Kootenai

)
) ss.
)

I, JEFFREY HALL, being first duly sworn upon oath, depose and state
that:
1. I am over the age of eighteen (18) years and I am one of the
defendants in this matter.
2. My wife and I purchased the Gateway Marina, in Harrison, Idaho, in

2004.
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3. At that time, the restaurant was not fully functioning and the gas
pumps had been closed for some time.
4. We are the longest tenured owner of the marina, and it is currently
a very successful and integral part of the community.

5. The Gateway Marina property includes a restaurant, bar, storefront,
petroleum pump, and marina. We own property in fee simple and also lease
some of the business property from the Idaho Department of Lands.
6. We are holders of various permits in addition to the !DL lease
including: City of Harrison, Idaho Bureau of Alcohol, Kootenai County, DEQ,
EPA, and Idaho State Police.
7. In 2004, we (my wife, two daughters, and I) still lived in California.
8. I spent the next few summers traveling back-and-forth in order to
manage the businesses.
9. Immediately after purchasing the marina and property, ! started
receiving all sorts of harassment from the Harrison community.
discriminated against because of my California background.

I was

The general

public acted as if my parking lot, my boat slips, and the marina were public
property.

We suffered through many incidents of vandalism, harassment,

trespassing, illegal parking, and illegal camping.
10.1 was told by citizens of Harrison, and even a good friend of Mayor
Irish and a Harrison city council member, that he owned a lifetime boat slip in
my marina for free.
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11. My tires were slashed, our business signs were destroyed, and my
car mirrors were broken off while parked in front of the marina.
12. Ironically, I considered Wanda and Dennis Irish as some of my first
Idaho friends.

They befriended us and I socialized with them often in the

early years after 2004.

13. However, in the summer of 2006, Dennis Irish approached me
about the inevitable takeover of the Gateway Marina. Mr. Irish was the local
leader of the Urban Renewal Agency (URA).

He persisted with his line of

reasoning that the URA could take over the marina property as a blight,
condemn it, and try to take it from me. He insisted that I should take the small
amount of money he was offering.

Of course, I politely refused in the

beginning and then he became more adamant to his insistence, and this
strained our relationship with Mr. Irish.
14. Our family moved from California to Harrison, Idaho in 2010. My
wife and I, and even our daughters, started working the Gateway Marina
businesses ourselves. We also purchased a residence in Harrison and it has
been our primary residence ever since.
15. The parking situation for the Gateway Marina has caused a lot of
controversy. It is gravel and cannot be striped. in the beginning, I made sure
that I was personally present so that I could personally greet the first
customers of the day to ensure that they park the first cars correctly. This
usually determined the rest of the parking in a more orderly fashion and
maximized the space provided.
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16.0nce I developed a pattern, I decided to place logs near my
storefront to ensure and direct the first cars to park in the appropriate manner.
My use of the logs also worked to maximize the number of parking spaces for
the land provided. Eventually, I hand-built a variety of flower planter boxes to
replace the logs to beautify the parking lot and still serve the purpose to
organize parking.

Unfortunately, the parking lot is gravel and cannot be

striped to accomplish the same purpose.
17.Mrs. Irish became mayor in 2010, and has been mayor ever since.
18.Ever since becoming mayor, she has taken an adversarial roll with
me and the Gateway Marina.
19.1 had many conversations with her about the parking situation. We

have granted an easement to the public for parking purposes over our fee
simple land.
20. Mayor Irish always tried to utilize the same real property as a
thoroughfare and this caused many arguments amongst us.
21. In the summer of 2011, Mayor Irish and Joe Cornell attempted to
destroy and move my planter boxes.
22. Mr. Cornell showed up with a forklift and moved them to the side of
the lot and into the dumpster.

My personal property was damaged and

destroyed.
23. We immediately spoke with Mayor Irish about the situation and she
said we have no right to have the planter boxes on our property and the city
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were

would
was a civil matter

would

it

respond.

24.1 made an attempt to fix
again attempted

us

planter boxes that were repairable,

place them in the appropriate places on my property to

direct parking.
However, in 2011, another city employee, Bob Pool, was instructed
by Mayor Irish to come on my property and move them, further damaging my
personal property.
26.After repeated attempts to move the planter boxes, they became
ruined. I contacted the Kootenai County Sheriff's Department several times,
and an officer often came to keep the peace.

27. ln the summer of

1, we requested a meeting with Mayor Irish to

discuss this. She came down to the marina with a city employee and showed
me the easement layout and said that the planter boxes need to be removed
because we had no right to use or manage the property. She told us that my
planter boxes were just garbage that was cluttering up the city's property, and
that she "was doing us a favor by not burning them."
28. The meeting accomplished nothing and Mayor Irish insisted that the
public parking lot was meant to assist the city's campground and RV park
situated next to our property. However, the easement quite clearly prohibits
any type of camping and also is not meant to benefit the city's pay-for-use
campground. See easement attached to Exhibit A, a true and correct copy
of which is attached hereto.
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29. Mayor Irish then started openly campaigning against us with the
citizens and the press. On July 6, 2011, she was quoted by the press in a
newspaper article confirming her mistaken belief that the easement for public
parking had a goal "to allow access for the RVs to get in and out of the
campground, boats to be able to use the boat launch, and people to be able
to park."

See Defendants' Exhibit B, Page 1, a true and correct copy

attached hereto.
30.A!so in the article, Mayor Irish complained that the easement for
parking was obstructing trucks' ingress and egress to the beach and RV
campsite, further highlighting her mistaken belief the parking lot could be
used for ingress/egress. She posted signs at the only ingress to the marina
directing people away from our business by implying that if you are not a
camper using the campground you have no reason to come down this hill.
See Exhibit C, a true and correct copy attached hereto. Mayor Irish said "the
intent is to work with them, however, when you ask for something to be done
and it does not get done, then you have to do something else."
31. The mayor persisted in her incorrect belief that an easement for
parking could accommodate ingress/egress to and from other properties.
She even issued a city bulletin stating that my planter boxes are "making it
difficult for RVs and boats and trailers traversing to and from the RV park in
boat launching area." This was an attempt by the mayor to take our dispute
with the city public and to influence the citizens against me. See Defendants
Exhibit D, a true and correct copy of which is attached hereto.
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32. The mayor had a city employee deliver me a schematic from an
engineer, Welsh Comer. My input was not sought, and I had never seen a
draft before the final version.

The drawing actually attempted to create a

roadway over my property and obstruct the public parking easement while
reducing the number of parking spaces.

33. This abuse continued into 2012, and Mayor Irish had a city
employee come onto my property with a giant, loud, and invasive tractor to
pick up and remove my remaining boxes that I had repaired, completely
destroying them.

34. The planter boxes aided and maximized parking each and every
day, and the city could not make one factual allegation how the planter boxes
interfered with the public's right to park, always focusing on the hope to create
a lane to traverse across the parking lot to the RV campground. The mayor's
mistaken belief was that the public parking easement should benefit the city's
RV campsite, because it earns income. However, the easement granted to
the public clearly states that the parking lot "shall be car parking only, and
shall not be used for a trailer camp or court or campground." As fee simple
owner of the property, we are -allowed to use it in any lawful manner. See
Defendants' Exhibit A, the city's complaint filed in 2013, and the easement
attached thereto, Page 11.
35. Mayor Irish signed the complaint found in Defendants' Exhibit A,
proposing a cause of action to take my property by prescriptive easement for
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a roadway for ingress and egress, contrary to the plain language of the
easement See Defendants' Exhibit A, Page 6.

36.1 filed an answer and counterclaim to the city's complaint, stating
that the city was proposing an unlawful government taking, an inverse

condemnation of my property, and that the city had violated the very terms of
the public parking easement. See Defendants' Exhibit E, a true and correct
copy of which is attached hereto.
37. Over the years, since 2005 the mayor had on many occasions
threatened to tow my customer's vehicles off my property so that they feared
using our business and stopped coming as result. In May 2012, our personal
vehicle was parked on my fee simple property, where the public parking
easement was located. Mayor Irish ordered me to move it off the property,
and sent Don Britton to have it towed. I intercepted him and asked him to
wait for the police, and I called the Kootenai County Sheriff Department.
contended that I could also park on the lot
38. Sheriff Deputy Matt Edmonds arrived and Mayor Irish demanded
him to give me a citation for parking illegally. The sheriff deputy refused,
stating it was my property and the car was parked legally. She also
demanded that the sheriff's office tow my vehicle. The deputy also refused
for the same reason. Mayor Irish said to me and the deputy "fine I'm not
going to tow it then" and stormed off unhappily.

See Deputy Edmond's

affidavit, filed concurrently herewith. This was a lie at this point she assured
us it would not be towed.
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39. The next day, I found my car had been towed. She ordered Don
Britton to call the tow company and tow it without a citation. I contacted
Deputy Edmonds. He was incredulous, but he did not return to Harrison
because I had already retrieved my vehicle.
40.1 immediately asked that Mayor Irish refund the cost of the tow,
$200. I even went to a city council meeting and made another public request,
and she agreed in the presence of the city council to repay the cost of towing,
but did not follow through on her word. She lied .
41.1 protested by placing signs in my vehicles that she had lied
expressing my frustration. I felt like I had no other voice. She has lied about
not towing the vehicle and lied about re-paying the $200 for the towing fee.
Throughout this entire nightmare, I have never breached the peace, never
violated the law, and never used vulgar language with Mayor Irish or any city
employee as alleged. Plaintiffs could not produce one person who claimed I
used foul language, which is not my practice. In fact, Deputy Edmonds'
affidavit states clearly that I always tried to maintain a business-like attitude
despite the very frustrating circumstances.
42.As if all that weren't enough, in 2012, my wife and I discovered
cameras focusing at our storefront and door. It was mounted on the tree, a
game-type camera. I took out the card, and many pictures of my wife and I
were captured. Even though I took down the camera, no one ever came
forward to claim its absence.
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I,

This was very
cried, even wanting to move away.

spy cameras placed

44. Shortly thereafter, I discovered several
around the town and the campground. Almost
at my property. They were located

one of them was aimed

the campground

and on top of

tall buildings in the city, again aiming directly at our property and front door.
45. This heightened our creepy feelings and it felt like an invasion of
privacy.
46.1 immediately complained to Mayor Irish, and she stated "we have a
right to do so."
47.By this time, I had run for election and been elected city council
member.
48. I also noticed that a CCTV camera was in the City Hall. It was very
concerning to me. As an electrical contractor in California, I was very familiar
with this exact model of camera. I had installed dozens of this exact make
and model of camera for a school district in California. The camera was new
then and I spent months troubleshooting both the hardware and software to
operate this camera system. It is a fully functioning audio/video CCTV
capable of being remotely accessed and recorded.
49. When my informal attempts to find information regarding the
cameras were unsuccessful, Mayor Irish told us to make a public records
request.
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50. We made several public records request. See Defendants' Exhibit
F, true and correct copy of which is attached hereto.
51. Mayor Irish had told us that the cameras were the property of the
campground host, but when I asked the host, he denied this.
52. Finally Mayor Irish admitted that Dennis Irish owned the cameras.
We discovered that Dennis Irish had purchased and installed the entire CCTV
system. Mayor Irish stated to me that Dennis Irish was not an employee of
the city, but had volunteered his time and talents.
53. Tl=lis became even more creepy as I realized that in the early years
of our relationship with Dennis Irish, I was in his home, and he bragged about
and showed me that he had his own personal CCTV system, with cameras on
aH of his properties, and was watching live feed recordings throughout the
town of Harrison.
54. The cameras were very disturbing and we continued with informal
and formal requests for more information.
55. The mayor had previously requested that we send all of our
inquiries as to public information to the city clerk.
56. In June 2014, Mayor Irish responded in writing that she would no
longer be responding to my request for public information regarding the
cameras. See attached Exhibit G, a true and correct copy of which is
attached.

57.1 then began to strategize on how to find the location of the spy
camera recorded information. There was a theft in the city of Harrison, and
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as a city council member, I asked to see the recorded footage from the
cameras in order to determine the identity of the thief. This was a legitimate
concern and I was an elected official. Mayor Irish denied my request. I then
knew I would never see the recordings from the camera for any reason.
Mayor Irish exceeded her mayoral duties and was controlling all information.
58. Most troubling was the camera in the City Hall, and I pointed out
that it has ultra-sensitive audio capability like a baby monitor and could
actually be recording anywhere inside and outside the area of the building it
was mounted in, including council chambers, private conversations with
attorneys, bathroom noises like washing hands and urinating breathing,
whispering and talking in both public and executive sessions of the city.
Mayor Irish told me that the cameras had no audio capacity. I knew this was
untrue. We sent another public records request regarding the audio
capability. The request was denied. See Defendants' Exhibit H, a true and
correct copy of which is attached hereto.
59. We also received a very disturbing anonymous message on
Facebook. Please see attached Defendants' Exhibit I, a true and correct
copy of which is attached hereto. I understand because of the anonymity,
that I can't assert the truth of the allegations made in these Facebook
communications to us. However, I wanted to be clear how upsetting it was to
hear such allegations. It further heightened our sense that our privacy was
being invaded, that we had no recourse, and our overall viewing of distress in
our own home, business, and town.
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60. We also received a letter from Mayor Irish that accused us of
misusing the garbage dumpster with specific dates and times in the letter.
See Defendants' Exhibit J, a true and correct copy of which is attached
hereto.

61. We immediately contacted Mayor Irish about all of the alleged
complaints, and then sent a public records request about any other city letters
regarding the dumpster. Our public records request is found in Defendants'

Exhibit F, a true and correct copy of which is attached hereto.
62. The city produced no other letters or correspondence addressed to
anyone else from the city complaining about the city dumpster in 2012.
63. Instead of calling the police again, I instead called the elected
Kootenai County prosecuting attorney. He accepted my invitation, and I
traveled to Coeur d' Alene. We had a two-hour discussion regarding mayor
Wanda Irish abusing her power by inciting the public to take action harass
and confront me and ongoing efforts to take my land and deny me my rights
to use my property, and recording private conversations between me and my
attorney without my knowledge the city of Harrison, Mayor Irish, and the use
of this type of audio capable CCTV system.
64. The next season some of the cameras disappeared one day, but it
didn't change those many months in which we felt as if we were being spied
upon, bullied, interrogated, and our privacy was invaded. Through our many
personal requests with Mayor Irish, emails, public records request, we never
saw the recorded footage of the several cameras aimed at our life.
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65. In May 2013, the tension was still upsetting, especially for my wife,
and we placed a no trespass order with the police against Dennis and Wanda
Irish, and Don and Deedee Britton.
66.Almost immediately, Dennis Irish was defiant and paraded in front
of my wife, with me observing around the comer. He started walking a tight
rope act with his arms to the side, yelling for everyone, including some
customers, to hear: "hey Dona, I am on your property, what are you going to
do about it? Are you going to call the police?"
67. Dona was very upset and crying, and we were both very frustrated
at the continued harassment.

63.By Mr. lrish's actions, it appeared that he thought he was on the
border of the right-of-way and the public parking lot, but he was actually on
the border of our restaurant property and the parking lot, just 10 yards from
my storefront where my wife was working.
69. My wife and I called Kootenai County Sheriff Deputy Edmonds and
accurately relayed the incident exactly as it happened. The Deputy contact
Mr. Irish and admitted to Deputy Edmonds that he violated the recent
trespass order. We were not contacted any further by the police, but the
Kootenai County prosecuting attorney Shawn Glenn, did call me in May 2013
and discussed the case. I consented to the case being dismissed because I
wanted to move forward.
70. ! vigorously defended the city's 2013 prescriptive easement lawsuit.
I continued to manage the parking lot in the most efficient way, maximizing
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parking spaces throughout the years. Apart from Mayor Irish and the city
employees, I never received a complaint from the public.

71.After months and years of inactivity in the litigation, I met with the
entire city council and Mayor Irish for a settlement conference in December
2015.
72. We completely settled the lawsuit, including the city council's
unanimous vote, and the complaint was dismissed. My new parking
structures were given the city's blessings and all agreed that I had efficiently
managed the parking lot. There was an air of cooperation and happiness
between myself, the city council, and even mayor Irish. It seemed we had put
our differences behind us and were cooperatively moving forward.
73.At the end of the mediation, I shook hands with Mayor Irish.
mentioned that we should settle this defamation lawsuit. She agreed and
said that if I would take down my wireless ID mentioning her name, she would
dismiss the suit.
74. When I returned home that night, I changed my wireless ID and
removed Mayor lrish's name and any reference to her, and never did it again
throughout the year 2016 prior to the trial in this matter.
75. I consider the defamation lawsuit settled. Throughout all of 2016, I
did not hear anything further from Mr. or Mrs. Irish. After the November 2016
pretrial conference, I heard from my attorney that the trial was proceeding.
wanted to talk to Mr. and Mrs. Irish about our agreement. In December of
2015 I thought we had an agreement to dismiss the lawsuit and move
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forward, and I had not heard otherwise in that year. I went and knocked on
the lrishs' door. Somebody else answered the door, stating that they were
renters, and have been living there for some time.

76. I discovered the lrishs have another home outside of the city
limits. I went to their office, and spoke to Mrs. Irish . She admitted they had
two homes, and they had been renting their home in the city limits to another
person. I also asked her about our December 2015 agreement to dismiss the
lawsuit because I had in fact changed my wireless ID as we agreed months
earlier. She said she consider the matter resolved but just need to talk to her
attorney and get back to me. I never heard from her, and my attorney
informed me we had to proceed to trial. I had relied on her statements that
she would dismiss the case, and In good faith I held off a counter-lawsuit and
did nothing further in the litigation during the year 2016. She lied

77. I also did not alert the authorities that she is violating her term of
office by not residing in the city limits, because of fear of retaliation.

78. It is important that I can clarify what our life has been like. We
have tried to take the Gateway Marina and transform it into a win-win situation
for the city of Harrison and surrounding community. We feel we have done
that and made many friends.
79. However, since 2010 Mayor Irish has done nothing but frustrate
our business and assert power and control over us every step of the way.

80. I was elected a city councilman and served the city of Harrison
from 2010 - 2014.
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81. It is the height of irony to be accused of defaming someone else's

character after what I have experienced. I have been attacked with perpetual
lawsuits for 10 years while never suing anyone. I have been forced to spend
thousands of dollars to defend myself. I have called the police dozens of
times, had my personal property destroyed, my restaurant tenants bullied and
harassed, Mayor Irish threaten to tow customers cars and bum my personal
property, and to have spy cameras literally aimed at every part of my life. AH
these actions were voluntarily done by Mayor Irish and her husband, none of
which can be properly found in her job description as mayor of Harrison. This
still continues to this day.
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DATED this

day of January, 2017.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this

.

..
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day of January, 2017.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on the
copy of the foregoing was:

day of January, 2017, a true and complete

] hand delivered

l faxed to:

ailed, postage prepaid
to the following:

Mische!le R. Fulgham
Attorney at law
601 E. Front Street, Suite 502
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814
Fax: 664-4125
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S1A:E OF IDAHO
COUNTY OF KOOTENAI!
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FILED·

2013 FEB -l+ PH 3: 35

PETER C. ERBLAND
PAINE HAMBLEN LLP
701 Front Avenue, Suite 101

CLERK DISTRICT COURT

P.O. Box E
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816

Of PIITY

Telephone: (208) 664-8115
Facsimile: (208) 664-6338

!SBA# 2456

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STA TE OF IDAHO, lN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

THE CJTY OF HARRISON, a political
subdivision of the State of Idaho,

Plaintiff,
vs.

)
) Case No. CV
0 '
)
)
) COMPLAINT
)
) FEECATEGORY: A
) FEE:
EXEMPT

13_J_

t

JEFFREY E. HALL and DONA F. HALL,
)
husband and wife; and FOX FIRE MARINA
)
AND RESORT, LLC, an Idaho limited liability ~
company dba GATEWAY MARINA,
)

Defendants.

)
)
)

COMES NOW, the City of Harrison, a political subdivision of the State of Idaho, by and
through Peter C. Erbland of Paine Hamblen LLP, and for a cause of action against the above-

named defendants, Jeffrey E. Hall and Dona F. Hall, husband and wife (Hall), and Fox Fire

Marina and Resort, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, dba Gateway Marina, complains
and alleges ai follov,'s;
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I.
1.

PARTIES

Plaintiff, City of Harrison (hereinafter City), is a municipal corporation organized

under the laws of the State of Idaho in Kootenai County, Idaho.
Defendants, Jeffrey E. Hall and Dona F. Hall (hereinafter Hall), are residents of

2.

Kootenai County, State of Idaho and owners of real property in Kootenai County, Idaho.
3.

Defendant Fox Fire Marina and Resort, LLC dba Gateway Marina (hereinafter

Fox Fire), is an Idaho limited liability company, owned and/or managed by Hall and does
business in Kootenai County, Idaho.

II.

JURISDICTION AND VENUE

Jurisdiction and venue are proper pursuant to Idal10 law, including but not limited

4.

to Idaho Code § 5-40 l. This Court also has jurisdiction over this matter pursuant to the Uniform
Declaratory Judgment Act, Idaho Code § 10-120 I, et seq., which grants the power to declare
rights, status and other legal relations.

III.
5.

FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS

Albert Mault and Claris Mault granted to the City a perpetual easement

(hereinafter Easement) to the City of Hanison on or about October 4) 1965) over and across
Kootenai County tax parcel number Y000000-1 i 700 (hereinafter Easement Area) located in the
City of Harrison, County of Kootenai, State of Idaho, more pm-ticulariy described in Exhibit A, a

true and correct copy of which is attached to this Complaint and incorporated herein as if fully
set forth.
6.

The perpetual easement. is in writing and is recorded as Instrument No. 475490,

records of Kootenai County, Idaho and is folly set forth in Exhibit A
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Two Records of Survey of the Easement Area have been prepared and recorded:

7.

a.

The Meckel Engineering Record of Survey recorded as Instrument No.

1095983, records of Kootenai County, Idaho on September 11, 1987, a true and correct
copy of which is attached to this Complaint as Exhibit B and inco1vorated herein as if

fully set forth.
b.

The Inland Northwest Consultants Record of Survey recorded as

Instrnment No. 1840065, records of Kootenai County, Idaho on November 3, 2003, a true

and correct copy of which is attached to this Complaint as Exhibit C and incorporated
herein as if fully set forth.
l,j

The Easement Area is to be used for public parking purposes and the City, as

8.

Grantee, shall not use or suffer or permit the use of said property in any manner that impedes or

interferes with the parking lot.
Hall may use the Easement Area in any lawful manner not inconsistent with the

9.

terms of the Easement.

10.

Pursuant to Idaho Code § 50-3 0 l, related statutes, and City of Hanison Municipal

Code Title 5, Chapter 2, the City has the power and authority to promulgate rules and regulations
government parking of vehicles in the City, including but not limited to controlling and
supervising municipal parking lots and the fixing of time limits for parking and the erection of
public signage.

11.

The use of the Easement Area serves a public pmvose and benefits real property

owned and maintained by the City lying both north and south of the Easement Area, which is

used for a public park, public swimming area, public beach, public camping and public
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used for a public park, public swimming area, public beach, public camping and public
recreational facilities.
12.

Hall is record owner ofreal property which is subject to the Easement Area.

13.

Hall owns and/or operates Fox Fire, a convenience store and marina, on real

property owned by the Idaho Department of Lands located north of the Easement Area.

At the time Hall purchased said real property, which is subject to the Easement

14.

Area, the perpetual easement was recorded and Hall was on actual notice of the perpetual
easement owned by the City.
Defendants have knowingly and intentionally engaged in activities that arc

15.

inconsistent with the terms and conditions of the perpetual easement, including but not limited to
activities that are unlawful and which impede and interfere with the use of the Easement Area for
public parking.
On or about May 20, 2011, defendants located a number of long planter boxes and

16.

other items over and across the Easement Area in such a manner that traffic flow was blocked
and/or interfered with and public parking was obstrncted.
17.

On or about June 7, 2011, defendants were provided with a copy of the perpetual

easement attached as Exhibit A and were asked to move the planters and the other encroaching
items.

Exhibit
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18.

On or about June 20, 201 l, the City notified defendants in writing to cease and

desist from the placement of anything onto the public parking area and from encroaching in any
manner upon the Easement Area and other public right-of-way lying adjacent to the City beach,
the City RV campground and the public right-of-way along the Trail of the Coeur d'Alenes, a
true and correct copy of said written notice is attached to this Complaint as Exhibit D and

is

incorporated herein by reference.
During the summer months commencing in June, 2012: and continuing through

19.

October 2, 2012, defendants have knowingly and intentionally engaged in activities which have
impeded and interfered with the use of the Easement Area as a public parking lot, including but
not limited to the placement of encroachments in the parking area, the erection of fencing across
the Easement Area which interferes with access to the City's public beach and park areas, and the
public boat ramp maintained by Kootenai County Waterways and Kootenai County boat docks,
the unlawful removal of public parking signs erected by the City on or about September 19,
2012, which were removed by Hall on September 20, 2012, and the continuous parking of
multiple cars, utility trailers, boats, campers, the placement of a commercial dumpster for Hall's
business use and the placement of a propane tank on the Easement Area, all of which arc in
violation of the tern,s and conditions of the perpetual easement.

20.

On or about August 17, 2012, the City again notified defendants in writing of the

tenns and conditions of the perpetual easement and requested that the defendants remove
existing encroachments and personal property and equipment not aI!owcd under the Easement.
A trne and correct copy of said written notice is attached to this Complaint as Exhibit E and is
incoq:iorated herein by rcforcnce.
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IV.

CLAIMS FOR RELIEF

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION: EXPRESS EASEMENT
DECLARATORY RELIEF
21.

The City realleges and reaffinns all statements set forth above.

22.

The Easement granted by Albert Mault and Claris Mault to the City of Harrison

on or about October 4, 1965, as set forth in Exhibit A, is an express Easement for use of the
Easement Area for public parking, subject to specific terms and conditions which limit the use of
the Easement Area by Hall.

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION: PRESCRIPTIVE EASEMENT
FOR INGRESS AND EGRESS

(Access to City's Real Property Lying to the North and South of the Easement Arca)
DECLARATORY RELIEF
23.

The City realleges and reaffirms all statements set fo11h above.

24.

The use of the Easement Area by the City for public parking has been continuous

since 1965 under the terms of the Easement. The use of the Easement Area includes the adverse,

open> notorious, continuous and uninterrupted use by the City and the public adverse and under a
claim of right, with the actual or imputed knowledge of the owner of the servient tenement for
more than twenty years for access to the City's real property lying north and south of the
Easement Area for ingress and egress.

THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION: ADDITIONAL CLAIMS OF DAMAGES,

DECLARATORY AND INJUNCTIVE RELIEF
25.

The City realleges and reaffinns all statements set forth above.
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26.

Defendants have intentionally obstructed the City's use of the Easement Area,

despite the City's repeated objections, both orally and in writing.
Defendants are in violation of Idaho Code §§ 52-101, 52-102 and 18-5901

27.

tlu-ough 18-5903, and their actions constitute a nuisance and unlawful obstruction and
interference with the quiet enjoyment of the City Easement.
28.

The City has been and continues to be injured by the intentional acts of

defendants.
As a direct and proximate result of the actions of defendants, the City has suffered

29.

general and special damages.
The City is entitled to a declaratory judgment allowing it immediate use of the

30.

Easement Area.
3 l.

The City is entitled to an injunction prohibiting defendants from placing of

anything onto the public parking area and from encroaching in any maru1er upon the Easement
I,

Area and other public right-of-way lying adjacent to the City beach and the City RV

,,

campground, and requiring defendants to remove all existing encroachments.
32.

The City is entitled to an award of costs and attorneys' fees as authorized by Idaho

Code§§ 12-101, 12-117, 12-120, 12-121 and other related statutes.
WHEREFORE, the City prays for relief as follows:
(1)

The Court grant to the City immediate use of the Easement Area, free from any

und all obstmction and interference by the defendants;
(2)

The Court declare the City's Easement to be an express casement for the purpose

of public parking;
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The Court declare the City's Easement to be a prescriptive easement for public

(3)

purpose and benefits real property owned and maintained by the City lying both north and south

of the Easement Area, which is used for a public park, public swimming area, public beach,
public camping and public recreational facilities;
The Court order defendants to cease and desist from the placing of anything onto

( 4)

the public parking area and from encroaching in any manner upon the Easement Area and other
public right-of-way lying adjacent to the City beach and the City RV campground, and remove
all existing encroachments;
(5)

Defendants be enjoined and prohibited from obstructing use of and access to the

Easement Area;
(6)

For damages caused by the defendants' conduct;

(7)

For an order and attorney fees allowed by law, including but not limited to costs

and attorney fees authorized in Idaho Code§§ 12-101, 12-117, 12-120, 12-121 and other related

statutes; and
(8)

For such other and further relief as the Court deems just and proper.

DATED this

/4

lda.y of

{i(Jtwt,.72013'
PAINE HA

By:_?------PETER C. ERBLAND
Attorneys for Plaintiff
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STATE OF IDAHO )
: ss.
County of Kootenai )

Wanda lrish, behig first duly swam on oath, deposes and states:
That I am the Mayot of the City of Hanison, the named plaintiff in the foregoing
instrument; that I have read the contents thereof; and that the same are true to the best of my
knowledge and belief: and that she executed the same

-~~

WANDA IRISH, Mayor

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this _I-· day o f £ ~ - f 2013
(SEAL

-:._ , 1
Pub
Residing at:Jhr~
Commission expites:

) /_ '

~
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vuluJble consideration, the receipt whereof is acknowledged,
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here J/ gr urn: and convey unto the CI TY OF H A:{lUS ON , a

1~unicipal corporation, an easement ior public parking purposes

1\ ':)Ortion of Government Lot 1'h-:.·ee (3), Section
One (1), To1,mship 47 Nort11 1 i{ange 4, ;•,est Boise
i,\eridian, Kootenai County, Idaho, and more particularly
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ti1e:n this easement shall terminate, and the · gr;:mtee _. herein,

i;,:s successors or assigns shall have no further right to the
t.: so

or

t: h c

pr op er t y de s crib e d ab o v e , and the s a1tl e sh a 11

revert to tj1.e g:rantors, their heirs

I

successors, or assigns.

So long as the foregoing provisions.are met and
com?lied 1~ith, tb.e term of this easement shall be perpetual,

and the same shall run with the land ano be binding upon the
heirs; successors and assigns of tho granters heroin, Hho
shall not use or suffer or µermi t the use of said :property

in any manner that 1~ill impede or interfere 1vith said ;Huking lot,

the same shall be car parking only, and shall not
b;;; used for a trailer camp or court or camp ground,

This easement may be assigned by the City of
rlarrison as necessary ox apµroµriatc
ffiOnt

OT

advisable in lhe juc.lg~

of the City Council of said City, to the County of Kootenai,

or any other public or quasi public agency, but any assignee
t:,c:re:oi: shall take this easement subject to the conditions anci
to rr:i s l:e rein above set forth,

It is a further condition of this grilnt that the

£raGtors may use said property in any lawful manner, not
inconsistent with the ... terms_of this ,easement; and S})~cifically
•
1
•
•
shall have the r1gnt to maintain a septic tank or drainage

field under ground, or to have gas tanks or other storage
t.::n!-~s

lllH.tcr

ground on saidproperty and said granters shall
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This is to certify that before me the undersigned
Notary Public, in and for the State and County aforesaid,
vcrsonally appeared ALiJEillT MAULT, ancl CLARIS MAULT, to me
:·knovrnito be the persons ,.,rho signed the :eoTegoing Easement,

_,: .,:;·,J ,ackno\dedged to me that they signed the same for the

.··: .. ,\i!J9/: ::11:'·d>p~rposes therein set forth.
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MORRIS AND \VOLFF, P.A.
AIIORNEYS A'.I LAW
NANCY A. WOLFF
MARIAH R PUGH
MAfN OF.FfCE & MAILING
722 MAlN A VENUE

FAX. (208) 245-4392

ST. MARlES, IDAHO 83861

E-MAll: rcception@momsVA'.llfr.net

SAIELLITE OFFICE

107 S COEURD'ALENEAVENUE -

TEL {208) 245-2523

HARRISON, 1DAHO 83833

ra (208) 689-9444

June 20, 2011
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff and Dona Hall
Foxfire, LLC d/b/a Gateway Mruina
PD. Box 232
Ha11ison, Idaho 83833

And to your attorney:
Erik P. Smith, P.C..
Attorney at Law
607 Lakeside Avenue
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814
RE: Encroachments and interference with City of Hanison public parking easement

Dear ML and Mrs. Han:
As you are aware, Albert Mault and Claris Mault granted a perpetual easement to the City
of Hanison on or about October 4, 1965, records of Kootenai Co\lnty, Idaho, over and across a
parcel of real prope1ty that you apparently own today.. According to the maps and two (2)
records of smvey in our possession, it appears the parcel bmuened by the easement is identified
by Kootenai County as tax parcel #6077. Copies of the easem.ent document and records of
smvey rue enclosed with this letter

Prom my review of these documents and in consultation with members ofthe dty council
and a surveyor, it appears that the easement was granted ovex and across the entire parcel of real
property cmrent]y identified as Kootenai County tax parcel #6077 for use as a public paiking
area.

This easement area is adjacent to a parcel of real propetty owned by the State of Idaho
u!ldeI lease to the owners and/or operators of the Gateway RcstatUant and Marina. related

t!Ommc, cial buildings and private parking fo1 the business It is om understanding that you own
tax parcel #6077, the Gateway Mmina and Resoit and related businesses (ie: C-storc, gas
pnmps, doi..'ks etc ) and you lease the two parcels of property from the Stittc of Idaho where the
business is located. Jf any of these statements inc incotrect, please provide tis with the conect
info1mation
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Mr. and Mrs Jeff and Dona Hall
Mr. Eiik P Smith
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June 20, 2011

Approximately one month ago, you locate.d a number of flower boxes (long plantei:s)
over and across the City's public parking area (the easement area) in such a manner that traffic
flow has been blocked and/or inte1fered with and public paiking has been obsuucted. You were
provided with a copy of the easement document, you were asked to move the planters and you
have been put on actual notice that your encroachments are inteifeiingwith use of the pwking lot
by the public From time to time this spring, you have also been asked to move other items which
me encroaching upon the parking lot. As the summer progresses, parking for the public will be
in high demand and the traffic through the area will increase.
Mr. Hall, you were in attendance at the .last city council meeting on June 7> 2011 where
the issue of those encroachments was discussed The easement agreement was read and
reviewed by the city council and you heard a detailed desciiption of t11e problems caused by your

encroachments. Further, you have had several contacts with city personnel, including Mayor
Irish and Bob Poole, You have been asked to remove the planters from the pru:king area and relocate them to an area that is not part of the easement area Every eff01t has been made to give
you the opportunity to remove these encroachments without fo1mal legaJ action being taken
However, subsequent to the council meeting, you reauanged the planters so they are now
blocking off the city's public parking area, and blocking the public Tight ohvay in such a manner
that RVs cannot get to the city's RV campground and larger boats cannot get to the boat docks

The putpose of this letter is to order you to cease and desist from the placing of anytbing
onto the public parking ruea and from enc1oacl1ing in any manner upon the easement area and
other public light of way lying adjacent to the city beach, the city RV campground and the public
right of way along the riail of the Coeur d1 Alenes
In accordance with the Bmrison Municipal Code, including but not limited to Title 6,
Streets and Public Ways, it is uniawfhl for any person to obstruct or blockade the free use of
public streets m avenues or alleys, and it is unlawful for any person to use any part of the public
streets, tights of ways or alleys. or to enc10ach in any way on such public streets ot 1ights of
ways. In order to avoid fiuther legal action being taken against you to enforce the city's right to
use the easement area for public parking, please rnmove all encroachments from the a11.!a within
twenty four (24) hours from fae receipt of this letter
Sincerely,

NAW: tjr

Enclosures
cc: Client
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MORRIS AND WOLFF, P.A.
AIIORNEYSAI LAW
NANCY k WOLFF

MARIAH R
_M.AJN OFFICE & MAIUNG
722 MAIN AVENUE
Si. MARIES, 1DAHO 83861
TEL. (208) 245-2523

PuGH

FAX. (208) 245-4392
E·MArt: reccption@mortiswoliT.net

SAJELLJIE OFFICE
200 S. COElJR D'ALENE AVENUE

HARRISON, IDAHO 83833
TEI.. (208) 689-9444

August I 7, 2012

d Dona Hall
Foxfire; L., d/b/a Gateway Marina
P.O. B •· 232

RE: City of Harrison public parking lot and easement
Dear Jeff and Dona:
The pmpose of this letter is to provide you with a copy of an independent legal opinion
prcprued by Nancy Stricklin for the City of Hairison The opinion analyzes the perpetual
easement granted fiom Albett Mault and Claris Mault to the City of Hanison on or about
October 4 1 1965, records of Kootenai County, Idaho, over and across a parcel of real property
you cuuently own adjacent to the Gateway Marina.
I am also enclosing a copy of a letter from Eimeis Insurance Agency (the City's
insurance agent) confirming that the City's public paddng lot is insured through ICRMP for
general liability coverage.

I recommend that you have yom attomey review the Stricklin opinion letter.. J also
recommend that you talce the oppo11unity offered to you from Mmk Wagner, as president of the
city cotmcil, to sit down with him and review the plans designed last summer for improved
pruking spaces in the public pru:king lot It appears that several new parking spaces could be
created.. Additional public parking is mutuaJiy beneficial to you1 businesses, your tenants, your
customers and the visitors to the City's public beach and mruina

J also request that you review the four mrukcd comers of the City's pl1blic parking lot
These were recently located by We1ch Come1 Engineers and marked with orange paint TI1ere is
no issue about where the perimete1 bounda1ies of the public pmking lot are located. Existing
encroachments and personal property or equipment not allowed unde1 the easement me easily
identifiable and should be moved.

Dennis Irish, etal vs Jeffrey Hall, etal
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Mr and Mrs. Jeff and Dona Hall
Page 2
August 17, 2012

The City Council is in the process ofposting new signs in the public parking lot to info1m
users that it is a public pruking lot, that pmking is limited to 48 hours, and that under the terms of
the easement, only motor vehicles such as cars and pickups can be patked in the lot Prohibited
uses include the parking ofboats, boat traile1s, campers and RVs.

The members of the City Council would like to see these issues with you resolved over
the use of the public parking lot in a manner that is consistent with the terms and conditions of
the easement and the opinion letter from Nancy Stricklin.
As you are aware, several other matters have mfaen this summ.er between you and the
City, resulting in complaints from both patties. Those issues may be addressed in a separate
letter ifthere continues to be ongoing conflicts between you and city staff.

Sincerely,

NAW: tjr
/
Enclosures
cc: Mayor Wanda Irish V
City Council Members
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neers draw up diagrams
According to the ease- boxes fixes his previand since the city has ment ,documents the ous parking troubles, he
Flower boxes are caus- the easement over Jeff's property owner has the said.
k ing problems jn Harri- property, we moved the right to use .the ease- --·~e problem is peo,
son.
boxes so the JlV park ment area so long as
had room for public nothing they do inter- 11Ie would come in and
Recently the owner parking."
.
feres with the parking park in the general area
~~ilf:e~~ti;~~Jea: ba:X~
Though Mr. Hall said )0£,.
every which way," Mr.
he disagrees with the
"Th"' c1·ty has an "'ase- Hall said. "We made
es, approximately 2'x4',
"
"
1
Id k
z around the parking lot city he was willing to ment and as mayor it sure peop e wou
now
in front of his business work toward a solution is my responsibility to where to begin parkon the lake.
that would benefit both make sure that the ease- ing so someone doesn't
The city has since re- parties.
ment is maintained for h?ve to be out ther~ to
ceived complaints that
"The first parking so- the benefit of the city," direct them. It certam1y
the boxes impede the / lu_tion that they came up Mayor Irish said.
ch_anges how_ they d~
QQ_w of traffic..
! with was really worse for
Councilman Russ Rib- . thmgs, but It doesn t
Just
the holiday\ both of us," he said. ·:1t erich said ~he issues in- block acces_s whatsoevweekeml; the city crew \ t:1med out to b 7too dtf- volv~ affm fl
. wn- er. The_re a1e two l~~es
moved the boxes against .f1cult so they; d1d some- ersh1p an parkin . · · ·---. of traffic where vehicles
the owner's will.
thing els~ and .~e lost
"This does not seem can get through."
Mayor Wanda Irish about _15 spaces.
to be a conflicting in~ayor Irish said that
said she has received
Movmg the boxes terest but has escalated while she supports the
complaints from RV opened access to other from a discussion about business owners, she
owners arid the dump areas, but by opening traffic flow and flower would like them to do
·· truck driver who could t~~t access it allowed pots to ~ c?nflict about what they said they'd
not get through to deliv- vu:ntors to block other ownership, he said. "An do.
er a load of sand to the areas.
abrasive approach may
"The intent is to work
beach.
"People will
park not be necessary."
with them, however,
Jeff Hall, owner of the wherever," Mr. Hall said.
He suggested the city when you ask for somerestaurant, said he put "They pa.rked dght up have a traffic flow study thing to be done and it
the boxes up to define to the gas pump making conducted.
does not get done, then
the parking area and it difficult If not imposCouncilman Riberich you have to do somethat he does not believe sible to sell gas."
said he would rather thing else," she said.
they impede traffic.
Mr~ Hall said his main see money spent for a "The goal is to allow ac"They are delineat- issue is the city's atti- professional study and cess for the RVs to get
ing the parking area so tude about it,
recommendation for a
in and out of the camppeople will know where
"An official from the traffic flow plan than
ground, boats to be able
to park," he said. "There city came · down and on a survey. If that plan
~as never been any des- . said they were moving was then put into the to use the boat launch
1gnated parking area out the boxes and that I had dty code or zoning or- and people to be able to
there. They are not in the( no say in the matter." he dinance, it would solve park.''
way, it just changes the said. "I wasn't interest- the issue in a non-abraCouncilman
Kevin
ed in having the whole sive way.
Kincheloe
suggested
way the area is used."
Mr. HaH has owned the city put Mr. Hall on
Mayor Irish brought world involved in this
those complaints to city issue cause it's a very the business for eight the council agenda and
council after Mr. Hall ig- small problem. I just years and he said each include him in the connored her quest to move thought announcing it morning someone has versation.
to· the world
to move the boxes.
l through the to make sure the first
Mr. Hall was present
''He said that he would city news etter was in- person who parks is
th
do what the city needed, appropriate and unpro- properly aligned.
at e meeting but de·
I"
dined to comment at
but he did not move the f esswna ·
"It's certainly differ- the time.
boxes and a month has
Mr. Hall said he ent thari what they are
passed," she said.
planned to attend the used to," Mr. Hall said.
"I am definitely will. The city has an ease- city council meeting "I do have a business ing to have a discussion
ment that allows access yesterday (Tuesday) as here and it's important with the city about it,"
(\ ...
to the parking lot in or- an observer.
that we do things so that he said. "They offered
"
to rnaintain the RV
During the June city we mtlke sure the park- time for me to speak at
campground 0~1 one counciL, meeting cmm- ing is organized for our the last council meetend and the ruarma and cihnan Rich Lund com· customers. When it gets ing when they saw that I
beach area on the other. mented that each time busy here there is no had showed but I hadn't
"Jeff did not move there is a new owner at turning back. If the first been invited and w~sn't
Denni!lMsh,~~.Je~~aw.we the Gateway ~~~fWohM-9~ern{Hl parks wrong it prepared ~HJ1%!Aflmi't it
in an email. "The <;:ity to go through similar is- turns into a mess."
because I didn't know I
had Welch Comer engi- sues.
The nhicem,mt of thP w::i.<: rmina tr. lw th<>r,,"
By Mary Orr
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In the end they formed
a committee.
The Harrison
City
Council spent some time
in heated discussion over
parking on the lakefront
last week.
Each summer the lack
of parking causes friction.
Recently that friction
has erupted and the issues
have become personal.
The city had a vehicle
ovmed by Jeff and Donna
Hall, owners of the Gateway Marina, towed over
Memorial Day weekend.
Several city officials including Mayor Wanda
Irish, her husband, Dennis, and RV park manager
Jeanette Britton have been
informed tliat they are no
longer allowed on the
Gateway Marina property.
The owners dedined to
comment on the dispute.
Mayor Irish could not be
reached by press time for
comment.
The major issues with area and posting signs.
the marina include lade
Councilman Ron Elliott
of
ed parking and said the signage that the
in the area.
· council had previously
"Wive had ongoing agreed to has not been
disagreements for sev- posted.
eral years as far as park"Weneedt:ohaveabetter
ing, ownership and ease- designated area for bicyments,"
Councilmm.1 diits, which will help with
Russell Riberkh said. that problem," be said.
"The area has lots of uses "We wanted new signs last
and many interested par- year to dictate where bides."
cyclists could go and how
The lack of parking many hours people can
caused the owners of the park in one spot. We've got
Gateway to attempt to a couple signs laying down
designate a parldng area behind the restaurant that
for their customers last haven't been put up,"
year; which ruffled foathMayor lrish said signs
ers at city hall.
were made and posted
The city tried to resolve last year but they were
those issues through un- ineffective, so they were
official means, but has taken down.
been unsuccessful, Mr.
Mr. Elliott said his concem is safety.
Riberich said.
"I am hoping that this
"Nobody seems to know
year we can get the inter- where they are supposed
ested parties together and to be down there/' he said.
dellise an agroomentthatis "I think it's a matter of
besbrc\t~'Ki~?f'79Jle said. what signage to put up."
Councilman Rich Lund
So utLons discussed in~thcparking said thP.

m::irin<>

h.," h""

major problems.
"If you want a real show
go down to the boatlaund
and watch people try tc
back their boats in whilt
pedestrians are movinE
across the path and people are trying to get gas,'
he said. "I've boated aI
over the region and I'v<:
never seen a boat launch
so unfriendly to boaters a~
the one in Harrison."
Mr. Lund said the tighi
isn't a huge probseasoned boaters,
but that it poses a safety
problem when less experienced visitors attempt
to launch their boats.
He also suggested asking the trail board to build
a trailhead parking area
away from the marina for
the trail in order to take
away from the congestion.
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Rescue group
seeks members
The St.

Training is for new
members as wen as

current members.
For more information, contact Yvonne.

MARY ORR

ti pull)ps in Hanisoo causes loosion iletwe-en cily officials and lmsi11ess €!Wlli!l'S.
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Mr. Riberich said he believes the city sliould have
engineers coordinate betweenbusine,ssesandagendes to fix the problem.
"We have an opportunity beca11se they (Kootenai Count ) are iooklng
at
mp," he
said. "Ev
is interested in
work
and as attractive as possible. If we .
away
from th.e inftgh
enough to work toget
on a visionary plan, we

case .with a nice map
e area that shows how
to use the area including
flow of traffic, parking and

recreational areas."

Mr. Elliott said he will

call a public worksmeetln
an
in .
.
tion is we come to come.

"At that m
everybody will be
to state
their · ·
and ,ve can
work
to form a
pianan then bring It back
to the cmmcilforinpu4" he
said. ''I will call one within

couldfixthis.1'
the next few weeks."
One idea to help direct That meeting was Tuestraffic are signs m a dis-

informs visitors day (June 19).
of
options for day-use - . - - - - parking.
"Most people \,vill go
where we send them," Mr.
Riberich said. "It should
indude a day-time limit
for those hours. The whole

pla

-!--_

£1{hibii __

page~
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area really begs for a dis-

"

I

Cornell at 245-7171.

Trustees sought
for water board
The Fernwood Water
and Sewer District is
seeking members to

serve on its board of
directors.
Customers within the

district are el
le to
serveino
positions. Thero are

ovacan-

cies

·rectors meet
twice each month arid
is in the process of wa-

ter-sewer upgrade.

For information
contact Femwood Water and Sewer District

offic;e, Mond·
Thursday,

a.m. to

4:30 p.m.» 245<3554.

Open Monday, June 25!.

.·

I Next to Riverbend Car Wash & Harvest foods Parking Lot .Jf... J 'j
i • Full Mexican Menu • Take & Bake Pim ·, · · • :·1

Ic2001
582-4293
Drive Thru or Take Out • M-F, l!AM to 7PM
I. Delivery Available in town 11AM to 1PM
"·'·"' '""

'·'"'
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jllJJ1V 2(111 £$UJUetars ./Have a :Safe and Happy 4th of
ULY MEETING SC

DULE

u ect o c an e

Tuesday, July 5th, City Council · 7:00 PM
Thursday, July 21st Planning and Zoning~ 6:30 PM

100 Frederick A.ve.
P.O. Box 73
Harrison, HJ. 83833

I/
I

·

~ : (208) 689-32'12
: (208) 689-9014
}~
Wks (208) 689-3285

~
'

"

-\\ii Ii.

The above meetings are subject to change or cancellation. Agendas are posted al City Hall on the bulletin
board at least 48 hours prior to the start of the meeting. If there are changes such as location, starting time or
date those changes w!II be posted on the bulletin board as soon as we know about them.

From the Mayor: Are you ready for some sunshine? June has been
VERY rainy and 1know I'm ready for nice weather. I think the
weather is going to change and we will need to prepare for watering
the gardens and lawns. Hopefully we can get that sunshine.
I hope all the Fathers had a great Father's day and you enjoyed it
with your love ones.
The Harrison Chamber of Commerce once again sponsored the Pig
in the Park. The event was a success but the weather was not that
great. It was a cold rainy day but families enjoyed the music and
spent time with families.
It's great to see more businesses in Harrison. Hopefully the
businesses will have a very successful year.

Mayor@CityOfHarrison.org
CityClerk@CityofHarrison.org
lnfo@CityOfHarrison.org
PublicWorks@CityOfHarrison.org

CITY WEBSITE:
www.cityofharrison.org

HARRISON CITY HALL
Office Hours
Monday - Thursd$y
9:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.

Please patronize our focal stores! Many rely on the summer

shoppers to M.1rvive.
The City of Harrison selected Welch-Comer Engineers to complete our Transportation Plan.
The City applied for the grant and received $50,000 to develop the plan. The Plan is scheduled to
be completed in December 2011. Tam planning on seeking mlt other grants that will help us
improve the quality of our town.
The lower Harrison street asphalt project has been completed. We will soon have a walkway
for Pedeslrians to and from the RV Park, marina, county docks and the downtown business area.
Marking this designated lane should be completed shortly. Please use this Pedestrian lane area
and keep the main street cleared for RV and other vehicles. Also, you may have noticed the
owner of the Gateway Marina has placed a row of boxes in what the City perceives as being in
the Public Parking area These obstacles are making it difficult for RV's and boats and trailers
traversing to and from the RV Park and boat launching area. Hopefully, this conflict between the
owner of the Gateway will be quickly resolved without any further inconvenience to the citizens
of Harrison.
l have been spending much of my time with the Maintenance crew and observing their
accomplishments. The crew has been cleaning up the logs and debris in the RV Park due to high
water. Many potholes throughout the city are being repaired as quickly as possible.
Have you noticed the wood chips in the play area and around the park? Thank you Frank
Buenrr foi· fiouating 1ulld b'ansporting the fresh wood chips! The City and the kids
gr~atty arp.ecid~ your generosity!
The flower pots have finally anived at the City Park and City Hall. We are looking forward
to a more beautiful array than last year, assuming the weather cooperates. Dennis and I hope you
enjoy all the colors along the sidewalk this summer.
Good news. The lawsuit between the City of Harrison and the Citizens of Harrison
Opposing Powderhorn has been dismissed. The City is pleased that this is over and we can now
concentrate on other priorities.
Let's continue to work together so our next generation can share in the beautiful City we
enjoy. Stop in or drop me an Email to l\byortilCityOmiuriscm.org. For the latest information
and meeting dates, check our Harrison City Hall bulletin board. We are blessed to live in our
wonderful city and I am honored to be your Mayor.
Wanda Irish
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E-mails:

Council meetings are held the 1st
Tuesday each month
7:00 p.m .. City Hall
P & Z Commisslon
3rd Thurs., 6:30 p.m,
City Hall

., Wanda Irish
COUNCIL MEMBERS
., Russell Riberich, Pres.

" Wm Butler
" Ron Elliott
" Kevin Kincheloe
" Rich Lund
" Mark Wagner

CITY STAFF
" Jann Patterson
City Clerk
• Bob Poole
Public Works Supt
., Justin Little
Public Works
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G;·:y l':;z.,Llnct~: There will be a 1,ublic Hearing concerning fees on Tuesday, July 19, 2011, A list of
proposed fees will be published on July 6th in the
Gazette Record and will be posted at City Hall at
that time. The 2011-2012 Budget Hearing has
been set for August 2nd. Both hearings will be
held at City Hall at 7:00 PM.
Matt Gillis from Welch-Comer gave a presentation to the council at their June 7th meeting that
outlined the scope of the work for the Transportation Pian that will be written for the city this year.
Matt recommended forming a Technical Advisory
Committee to provide citizen input on the p!an.
Election: We know that the election is several
months away - but candidate filings are due in August. There are three council seats coming up for
election, so if you are planning to run you will need
to file your Declaration of Candidacy between 8:00
AM August 29th and 5:00 PM September 9th.

F'fe:i·ming l;; .ro,1h1g: Kayleen Walker, who was
serving as Vice Chairman of the board, has resigned from Planning & Zoning Seat E with the
term ending in January 2014. Russ Wilbur was
selected to be the Vice Chairman, however, he
announced that he will be leaving the area in September. Russ has seat F which also expires in
January 2014.
If you are interested in serving as a P&Z Commissioner please call City Hall for an application.
Planning and Zoning is currently working on a
state required Procedures Ordinance. They are
also working on ideas to make Harrison a place
where businesses can thrive and which will draw
residents to the area. You can be part of this exciting work by getting involved on P&Z.

City Hall: Wt- dill be closed on Monday, July 4th
in observance of the 4th of July.
We have an opening for a deputy city clerk/
treasurer. The job is posted on the Idaho Jobs
website and on Craig's List

Parking: We realize it's always an issue in Harrison. Please keep in mind that parking on city
streets has a 48 hour time limit Please do not
"store" vehicles, campers, trailers, etc. on the
streets. Camping in RV's is permitted only in the
RV campground or for a maximum of 10 days on
private property that has a house on it
Utility Billing: Here are some Q&A about the
city's billing.
Q. Why is my water bill so high?
A. The water meters read the amount of water
going into your home/business. If the meter fails it
will not read anything. If the usage seems high it
is probably due to a leak, running toilet or if the
bill is the first reading in the spring it is probably
due to catching up after 6 months of estimated
usage.
Q. Why am I charged for garbage pick up
when I don't use the service or I'm gone for a
longtime?
A The city contracts with a sanitation service. The
rate that is charged is based on the total contract
divided by the number of houses - not usage.
Commercial users have several categories and
each one is put into the one that most closely fits
their usage. The base rate is then charged
throughout the year and extra pick ups or excess
amounts are charged accordingly.
Q. Why won't the city put the utility account in
my tenant's name?
A. The City Code requires that the utility accounts
remain in the property owner's name. We will
send a copy of the bill to your tenant. If your tenant fails to pay the utility bill it is ultimately your
responsibility as the property owner, It is also the
property owners responsibility to notify the city
that your property is tenant occupied. In case of
an emergency it is important that the city has contact information for every residence.

Our
HARRISON FOOD BANK
The food bank accepts donations of non-perishable food and paper products at the Baptist
Church basement. Monetary donations are appreciated. Please give generously if you can. If you
need assistance please don't hesitate to call 689~3065.
Exhibit
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ERfK P. SMITH, ATTORNEY AT LAW

,~13 al.JG 12 PH ~: ~~

ERIKP. SMITH, P.C.
.
607 Lakeside Avenue
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814

Cl.fAK Di.9TAICT COURT

Tel. (208) 687-2000
Fax (208) 785-9110

ts.e.N. soos

Attomey for Defendants

IN THE DISTRICT COURT Of THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT POR THE
.STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR TH! COUNTY OF kOOT!NAI
THE CITY OF HARRISON, a political
subdivision of the State of Idaho,

) Case No. CV-13-1086
)
)

~

ANSWER AND COUNTERCLAIM

)

vs.
)
JEFFREY E. HALL1 and
)
DONA F. HALL, husband and wife; ind ~
FOX FIRE MARINA AND RESORT, LLC,
an Idaho llmlted liability company dba ~
GATEWAY MARINA,
)
)
)

Defendants.

COMES NOW, the above-named Deferu:iants, by and through their

attorney of reeorct ERIK P. SMITH, and in response to Plaintiff's Complaint, filed
herein, answers. denies, and affirmatively states as fellows:

t
Defandanh; admit the allegations contained in Paragraphs 1. 2, 3, 4 of
\

Plaintiffs Complaint.

)
DEFENDANT',.§

EXHIBIT NO.

E

ICIENTIRCAT!ON/l!llll"!EN(:E ..

Exl:,L,11 ·------·---
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ERIK P. SMITH, ATTORNEY AT LAW
ERIK P. SMITH, P.C.
607 Lakeside Avenue
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814
Tel. (208) 667-2000

Fax(208)765-9110
I.S.B.N. 5008
Attorney for Defendants

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
THE CITY OF HARRISON, a political
subdivision of the State of Idaho,

) Case No. CV-13-1066
)

)
Plaintiff,

}

) ANSWER AND COUNTERCLAIM
)

vs.

)

JEFFREY E. HALL, and
)
DONA F. HALL, husband and wife; and ~
FOX FIRE MARINA AND RESORT, LLC,
an Idaho limited liability company dba
~
GATEWAY MARINA,
)

)
)

Defendants.

-------------~>
COMES NOW, the above-named Defendants, by and through their
attorney of record, ERIK P. SMITH, and in response to Plaintiffs Complaint, filed
herein, answers, denies, and affirmatively states as follows:

I.
Defendants admit the allegations contained in Paragraphs 1, 2, 3, 4 of
Plaintiff's Complaint.

ANSWER AND COUNTERCLAIM - 1
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11.

Defendants admit the allegations contained in Paragraph 5 of Plaintiff's
Complaint in that the document exists, the document affects the Defendant's
property ("The Marina Property"), and the document speaks for itself. However,

Exhibit "A" is not a complete copy of the Easement.

m.
Defendants admit the allegations contained in Paragraphs 6 and 7 of
Plaintiffs Complaint in that the surveys exist and speak for themselves.
IV.

Defendants admit the allegations contained in Paragraph 8 of Plaintiff's
Complaint that the document speaks for itself, and affirmatively allege that by the
express terms of the easement, the Marina Property is to be used for public car
parking only.

V.
Defendants admit the allegations contained in Paragraph 9 of Plaintiffs
Complaint.
VI.
Defendants admit the allegations contained in Paragraph 10 of Plaintiff's
Complaint in that Plaintiff has power and authority to promulgate rules and
regulations, but is without information or belief as to any specific rule or
regulation and denies those specific allegations.
VII.
Defendants deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 11 of Plaintiffs
Complaint.

vm.
Defendants admit the allegations contained in Paragraph 12 of Plaintiff's
Complaint.

IX.
Defendants admit the allegations contained in Paragraph 13 of Plaintiff's
Complaint.

ANSWER AND COUNTERCLAIM ~ 2
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X.
Defendants admit the allegations contained in Paragraph 14 of Plaintiffs
Complaint

XI.
Defendants deny the allegations contained in Paragraph i 5 of Plaintiff's
Complaint.

XII.
Defendants deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 16 of Plaintiff's
Complaint in that the Defendants did place planter boxes in the easement area,

but only to facilitate proper parking.
XIII.
Defendants admit the allegations contained in Paragraph 17 of Plaintiff's
Complaint.

XIV.
Defendants admit the allegation contained in Paragraph 18 of Plaintiff's
Complaint that Defendants received the letter set forth in Exhibit "D" of Plaintiffs
Complaint and denying the remaining allegations of said paragraph.

xv.
Defendants deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 19 of Plaintiff's
Complaint.

XVI.
Defendants deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 20 of Plaintiff's
Complaint, but admit receipt of the writing set forth in Exhibit "E" of Plaintiff's
Complaint.

XVII.
With regard to Paragraph 21 of Plaintiff's Complaint, the Defendants
reallege and incorporate any prior answers herein.

XVIII.

ANSWER AND COUNTERCLAIM - 3
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Defendants admit the allegation contained in Paragraph 22 of Plaintiff's
Complaint only that the Easement exists and affirmatively allege it speaks for
itself.
XIX
With regard to Paragraph 23 of Plaintiffs Complaint, the Defendants re-

allege and incorporate any prior answers herein.

xx.
Defendants deny the allegations contained in Paragraphs 24, 25, 26, 27,
28, 29, 30, 31 and 32 of Plaintiff's Complaint

XXI.
Any asser:tion or other matter addressed in Plaintiff's Complaint, not
specifically admitted herein, is hereby denied.

AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES

1.

The Plaintiff's Complaint fails to state a claim upon which relief may be
granted by the Court.

2.

The parties' express easement contains

a reversionary clause. The

Plaintiffs actions and omissions have triggered the reversionary

clause, and the easement is no longer of any force or effect.

3.

The Plaintiffs actions constitute a governmental taking and inverse
condemnation of the Defendant's property without just compensations
first having been paid in violation of Article 1, Section 14 of the Idaho
Constitution and the Fifth Amendment of the United Stated
Constitution.

WHEREFORE, Defendants pray for relief from the Plaintiff as follows:
1. For an Order that Plaintiff take nothing by way of the Complaint;

2. For such other and further relief as the Court deems equitable and

proper; and
3. For attorney's fees and costs as set forth herein.

ANSWER AND COUNTERCLAIM - 4
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COUNTERCLAIM
COMES NOW, the above-named Defendants, by and through their
attorney of record, ERIK P. SMITH, and for cause of action against the abovenamed Plaintiff complains and alleges as follows:
1.

Plaintiff, the City of Harrison (hereinafter referred to as the "City") is a

municipal corporation.
2.

Defendants, Jeffrey E. Hall and Dona Hall are the owners and
operators of Fox Fire Marina and Resort, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
· company doing business as the Gateway Marina (hereinafter referred
to collectively as the "Halls").

3.

The Court has jurisdiction over this matter pursuant to I.C. § 5-401 and

the Uniform Declaratory Judgment Act, I.C. § 10-1201 et seq. which
grants the power to Courts to declare rights, status and other legal
relations.

4.

The Halls are owners of the real property in question, referred to as the
"Marina Property".
County

Tax

The Marina Property is described as Kootenai

Parcel No. Y-0000-001-1700, AIN 135301, records of

Kootenai County.
5.

An Easement, a copy of which is attached and incorporated as Exhibit
"A" to Plaintiffs Complaint, burdens the Marina Property in favor of the
City of Harrison.

6.

The express terms. of the Easement limits its use to public car parking
purposes.

7.

During their ownership of the Marina Property, the Halls have
maintained the property for public car parking purpose.

8.

The City has not maintained the Marina Property since the Halls'
ownership of the same.

ANSWER AND COUNTERCLAIM ~ 5
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9.

Lying immediately east and adjacent to the Marina Property's east
border is a Harrison city street identified as W. Harrison Street.

10.

Lying immediately to the north of the Marina Property is a boat launch

managed by Kootenai County, and the City of Harrison's public beach.
11.

Lying immediately to the south of the Marina Property is additional
property owned by the City which is used as the "City RV
Campground". Upon information and belief, City charges a fee for the
use of this campground.

12.

To the west of the Marina Property land owned by the Idaho
Department of Lands. Halls lease this property from the Idaho
Department of Lands.

Hall's restaurant and convenience store is

located upon this leased land.
13.

The public may gain access to the Marina Property on its east side by
way of W. Harrison Street

14.

The Halls have not interfered with or prohibited vehicular traffic from
gaining access to the Marina Property from W. Harrison Street.

15.

The Halls have not prohibited or interfered with public car parking on
the Marina Property.

16.

The Easement allows the Halls to use the Marina Property in any
lawful manner not inconsistent with the terms of the express Easement
for public car parking purposes.

17.

The Hails erected a fence on the north side of the Marina Property.

18.

The City uses the City RV Campground as a fee-generating RV camp.
This use contradicts the terms of the Easement.

19.

The maintenance by the City of the City RV Campground is in violation
of the terms of the Easement.

20.

The City RV Campground is not a public park.

21.

The City RV Campground is not a public swimming area and/or facility.

22.

The City RV Campground is not a public recreational facility.

r
v·

Exhibit _ _\..,
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23.

The City has demanded that Halls allow a free stream of foot traffic
and vehicular traffic between the Marina Property and the City property

lying north of the Marina Property and south of the Marina Property.
24.

The City has taken actions that interfere with the Hall's right to use the
Marina Property in any lawful manner not inconsistent with the terms of
the Easement, including but not limited to:
A

Demanding that the Halls remove fencing from the north side of
the Marina Property;

B.

Demanding the right to use the Marina Property as a through

way (street) to the property located north;
C.

Demanding the right to use the Marina Property as a through
way (street) to the City RV Campground;

D.

Demanding Halls exclude bicycle riders, including rails to trails
users, from the Marina Property; and

E.

Posting signs excluding bicycle users, including store patrons
and rails to trails users, from the use of the Marina Property;

25.

The City has unreasonably interfered with the Halls' right to designate
a point of ingress and egress to the Marina Property to better organize
and safely control car parking.

26.

The City has unreasonably interfered with the Halls' configuration of
public car parking on the Marina Property.

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION: TRIGGER OF REVERSIONARY CLAUSE
(DECLARATORY RELIEF)
27.

The Halls reaHege and reaffirm all statements set forth above.

28.

The Easement, attached as Exhibit "A" to the Plaintiffs Complaint,
contains a reversionary clause.

29.

The City's conduct of maintaining a City RV Campground for a fee

south of the Marina Property has triggered the reversionary clause
30.

Halls have a right to reversion of the Marina Property to them free and
clear of the easement

ANSWER AND COUNTERCLAIM - 7
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SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION: BREACH OF EASEMENT
(DECLARATORY RELIEF)
31.

The Halls reallege and reaffirm all statements as set forth above.

32.

The City has exceeded the scope of the Easement by its actions.

33.

Halls are entitled to.an extinguishment of the easement. In the
alternative, Halls are entitled to an order restricting the City of Harrison
to reasonable use and enjoyment of its easement for car parking.

THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION: INVERSE CONDEMNATION
(DECLARATORY RELIEF)
34.

The Halls realiege and reaffirm al! statements as set forth above.

35.

By its actions, the City has attempted to convert the Marina Property
from public car parking to a street.

36.

The City's assertions that it has the right to use the Marina Property as
a street to access its property north constitutes taking the Marina
Property for public use and is a governmental taking without
compensation in violation of Article 1, Section 14 of the Idaho
Constitution and the Fifth Amendment of the United States
Constitution.

37.

The City's assertion that it has the right to use the Marina Property as
a street to access the City RV Campground to the south of the Marina
Property constitutes a governmental taking without compensation in
violation of Article 1, Section 14 of the Idaho Constitution and the Fifth
Amendment of the United States Constitution.

38.

The City's actions are an attempt to inversely condemn of the Marina
Property. Halls are entitled to an injunction prohibiting such inverse
condemnation. In the alternative, Halls are entitled tor reasonable

compensation for such inverse condemnation.

c
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FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION: NUISANCE
(DECLARATORY RELIEF, INJUNCTIVE RELIEF, AND DAMAGES)

39.

The Halls reallege and reaffirm all statements as set forth above.

40.

The City's actions amount to an obstruction to the Halls' use of the
Marina Property so as to interfere with the Halls' comfortable use and

enjoyment of the Marina Property.
41.

The Halls have been and continue to be injured by the intentional acts

of the City.
42.

As a direct and proximate result of the City's actions, the Halls have
suffered general and special damages.

43.

The Halls are entitled to a declaratory judgment prohibiting the City
from using the Marina Property as a street.

44.

The Halls are entitled to an inj1.mction prohibiting the City from using
the Marina Property as a street.

45.

The Halls are entitled to an award of attorney's fees and costs as
authorized by I.C.

§§ 12-101, 12-117, 12-120, 12-121 and 10-1201,

and other related statutes.

WHEREFORE, the Halls pray for relief as follows:
1.

That the Court declare the reversionary clause to be triggered and hold
that the Easement for public car parking is no longer in force or effect.

2.

That the Court declare the City's past actions that exceeded the scope
and/or terms of the easement to be a temporary governmental taking
without compensation to the Halls to which the alls are entitled to
compensation.

3.

That the City be enjoined and further prohibited from using the Marina
Property as a street to access its other properties.

4.

For damages caused by the City's conduct

5.

For an Order awarding attorney's fees as allowed by law, and including
but not limited to costs and attorney's fees authorized by I.C. §§ 12-

101, '12-117, 12-120, 12-121 and 10-1201.

6
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For such other and further relief as the Court deems just and proper.

6.

DATED this ~ y of August, 2013,

STATE OF IDAHO

)

County of Kootenai

)

) ss.
I, JEFFREY E. HALL, being first duly sworn upon oath, depose and state
that:

1.

I m the Defendant In the above-entitled matter.

2.

I have read the foregoing Answer and Counterclaim, know the
contents thereof; and

ANSWER AND COUNTERCLAIM -10
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3.

The matters set forth herein are true to the best of our personal
knowledge. Information, and belief..

DATED thla JZ,eay of Au91,1st, 2013.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN.to before me. the undemiigned Notary Public
for the State of Idaho this l ;z. day of August, 2013.

Notary Public for Idaho
Residing at: ...........A...;.+..,;,..,..;,~=-o.....:./_ _ __
Bond expires: 1 o ~ ::> -S- ~ It,

ANSWER ANO COUNTERCLAIM • 1 I
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I hereby certify that on the .1.2_ day of August, 2013, a true copy of the

foregoing was:
[ ] mailed postage prepaid to:
[] inter-office:

~faxed to:
Peter C. Erbland
Paine Hamblen, LLP
701 Front Ave, Suite 101
P.O. BoxE
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816

Fax: 664~6338

~~

Lora Henderson

ANSWER AND COUNTERCLAIM - 12
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******************************
*** MULTI TX/RX REPORT ***
******************************
TX/RX NO

4243

PGS.

12

TX/RX INCOMPLETE
TRANSACTION OK
( 1)

8848338

(2}

4461188

ERROR INFORMATION

ERIK P. SMITH,
ERIKP.
P.C.
607 lakeside Avenue

ATLAW

Alene. Idaho
Tel. (208) 667-2000

Fmc(208)765-9110
tS.B.N. 5008
Attorney for Defendants

IN THE DISTRICT

Of THE FIRST JUDICIAL

FOR THE

STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY Of KOOTENAI

THE
OF HARRISON, a polltlcal
subdivision of the State of Idaho,

Plaintiff,

) Case No. CV-13-1066
)
)

) ANSWER AND COUNTERCLAIM
)
)

vs.

)

JEFFREY E. HALL, and
)
DONA F. HALL, husband and wife; and ~
FOX FIRE MARINA AND RESORT, llC,
an Idaho limited liability company dba
~
GATEWAY MARINA,
)

_____________
Defendants.

)
)
)

COMES NOW, the above-named Defendants, by and through their
attorney of record, ERIK P. SMITH, and in response to Plaintiff's Complaint filed
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0 EXAMINE AND/OR .OPY PUBLIC RE ORDS

DATE:

May2,2013

NAME OF REQUESTOR:

Dona Hall
P.0.Box232
~

DATE OF REQUEST:
l. [X] Your stated request has been approved for «Records/receipts of all security ca,neras in
the City of Harrison. Including: names of businesses they monitor, owner of cameras,
professional security service who monitors these cameras & receipts of where camera:1 were
purchased " (This may be a partial approval. Se.e items 2 or 3 regarding records not located or
deemed exempt.) It has been detennfaed that additional time is required to retrieve and copy the

records you have requested.
_ _ _ _ _ _ Copies provided

______Total cost

..,41:'

2. [X] It has been determined that additional time is required to locate or retrieve the records
you have requested. Said records shall be available on May 13~ 2013, or further infonnation will
be provided regarding your request. (No longer than 10 working days from request.)
3. [
] Your request has been denied as the following records are exempt from public
disclosure for the stated reason.
Idaho Code Section

4. [X] The attorney for the entity has reviewed your request and this response.
NOTICE:

PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE § 9-343 YOU HAVE 180 DAYS TO

APPEAL THIS DECISION BY Fil,ING A PETITION IN STATE DISTRICT COURT IN
THE COUNTY WHERE ALL OR PART OF THE RECOIIDS ARE LOCATED

Samantha Haines,
City Clerk
Hamson City Hall
Kootenai County
(208) 689~3212

RESPONDS IO REQUEST TO EXA.MINE AND/OR COPY PUBLIC RECORDS - 1
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RESPONSI~ TO REQUEST TO EXAMINI~ AND/OR COPY PUBLIC RECORDS

DATE:

May 7, 2013

NAME OF REQUESTOR:

Dona Hall
P.O. Box232
HruTison, Idaho 83833

DATE OF REQUEST:

April 30, 2013

-I. [X] Your stated request has been approved for «Records/receipts of all security cameras in
!he City of Harrison. Including: names of business the monitor, owner of cameras, professional
security service who monitors these cameras & receipts of where cameras were purchased."
(This may be a partial approval. See items 2 or 3 regarding records not located or deemed
exempt.)

_ _ _ _ _ _ Copies provided
$- - - - - - Total cost
2. [ ] It has been determined that additional time is required to locate or retrieve the records
you have requested. Said records shall be available on _______, or further information
will be provided regarding your request. (No longer than 10 working days from request.)
3. [ ] Your request has been denied as the following records are exempt from public disclosure
for the stated reason.

Idaho Code Section

4. [X] The attorney for the entity has reviewed your request and this response.

NOTICE: PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE § 9~343 YOU HAVE 180 DAYS TO
APPEAL THIS DECISION BY FILING A i>ETITION IN STATE DISTRICT COURT IN
THE COUNTY WHERE ALL OR PART OF THE RECORDS ARE LOCATED

antha Haines,
City Clerk
Harrison City Hall
Kootenai County
(208) 689~3212
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· OL-797754
May 31, 2012

Invoice Number:
Invoice Date:
P.O. Box 11775
Pleasanton, CA 94588
Phorie:
1-925-455-0800
'
Fax: 1-925-455-0808
'

INVOICE
Bill To:Bill To:
Payment Terms: PAID IN FULL
Payment Method: Visa

Dennis Irish
D.R. Irish and Assoc.
P.O.Box3
100 Lincoln CT
Harrison, ID 83833-0003
United States of America

Ship To:
Ship Date:
May 31, 2012
Shipping Method: UPS J Day Select

Dennis Irish
D.R. Irish and Assoc.
100 Lincoln CT
Harrison, ID 83833
United States of America

No.

Unit Cost

1

141.42

Inspected By:

Subtotal:
Discount:
Shipping:
Total Invoice Amount:
Payment Received:

424.26
-42.43
96.50
478.33
478.33

TOTAL BALANCE:

0.00

Please inspect al! materfo upon arrival.
" '•1m(!d im:rchandisc m have an RMA numb~r and be in rescJJub!c c,mdition.
; M RMA ii
customer ~as fuurn:cn days to return !he packag~
· uoleWholesal
accept retums on ·oEM or eU11tom-made products.
blewholesale.com ;vi!I not be held rcspon:fible for ooy additional costs including labot, additional software/ haidware, and or damages a~soci:i!ed
.. om the use oi our pf0ducts,
Past du4 invoice$ will be subject to a 1.5% !ate fee,
Exhibit

+----

P11ge ___

Thank you foryoudontinued support ofCab!eWnolesale.com, lnc,
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/····,~-----------------------------------Dennis & Wanda Irish

sales@titan-wireless.com
Tuesday, July 17, 2012 1:41 PM
radar@drirish.com
titanwirelessonline.com Order Confirmation

l:."rom:

Jent:
To:
Subject:

INVOICE # 43970
Account # 8429
Ship To:

To:

Irish
100 Lincoln Ct
Harrison, ID 83833
United States

D.R. Irish and Assoc.
Dennis Irish
100 Lincoln Ct
Harrison, ID 83833
United States

,_,..,,.u..... .,

2086899833

2086899833
Payment Info:

Shipping Method:

Credit Card: Visa
Irish
************3287

UPS Ground

.,_,,.,, ......u.,

Defails:
Code

Item

Qty Pri~e

MoWiNet 42mm

2

Adjustable Mc:mnt
Ubiquiti NanoSfation Loco
CP-LOC09- 9 MIMO
4
M
[Bracket Upgrade:No
Brack~t]

$9,99

$159.00

Subtotal: $655,98
Tax: $0.00
Shipping·$ _
16 72
Cost: ·
.Grand$

·

· Total: 672 ·70
Thank you for shopping at TitanWirelessOnline!!ll
1
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Page 1 of 1

1:i*
·

I

)'~Ntt'IWlik ~uti~ SuppH(rr

3914 Gattis School Rd, Suite 1()2·
Round Rock, Texas ·78664
(512) 291-7605

=

12012

Order#:

43970

OrderOJmmems:
No sig required. ss 7-17-12

Partial Ship No
Bill io: (Customer ID#8429)

ShlpTo:

Demisirish
100 Lincoln ct
Harrison, ID 83833

D.R. Ir1sh and Pssoc.
Dennis Irish
100 Lincoln ct
Hamson, m 83833
Unll:ed States
2086899833

l.klited States
2006899833
radar@dmsh.com

0-edil:c.ard:Visa
Dennisir!sh
*~**********3287

UPSGroll!id

Descrfption

2
CP-LOC09-M

Ubiqum N.mo:statioo loal 9 MIMO

4

[Bracket Upgrade:No Bracket]

$9.99

$19.98

$159.00 $636.00

submtal: $655.98
Tax:
$0.00
Shipping & Harldllng: $16.72
Grand Tc:bll: $672.70

Page.

'7/171')()1',
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Pagel of 1

I

)'our Net'oWlft Sol1tJID111 St!pp&:r

3914 Gattis School Rd, Suite 102
Round Rock, Texas 78664
(512) 291- 7605

=

12012

Omer~:
No slg required.

ss 7-17-12

Partial Ship No
Eiil!To: (CustomErID#8429)

ShipTo:

DffinisJJish
100 Unooln ct
Harrison, ID 83833

D.R. Irish and Assoc.
Demls Irish
100Uncolna

United Stat.es
2086899833
radar@drirish.com

Qooitcard:Vls:a
Denl'lis Irish

Hamsoo, ID 83833
United Stat.es
2006899833

UPS Ground

************3287
Desoiplion

MT-tJM!

MoWINet 42mm Alijustable Mount

2

CNOC09-M UhiquitiN~ Lmn9 MI.MO
[Bracket Upgrade:l\!o Bracket]

4

$9.99

$19.98

$159.00 $636.00

SUbtnta!: $655.98
Tax:
$0.00
Shipping & Handflng: $16.72
Grand Tot.ii: $672.70

Exhibit
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.. ~.Invoice-PayPal

INVOICE
DIYSecurityCameraWorld.Com
350 Lincoln Ave N

CHerry Hill, NJ 08002
United States
sales@diysecuritycameraworld.com
www.diysecuritycameraworld.com

Invoice m.1mbor

DSC-126583

Invoice date

7/3/2012

Payment temis

Due on receipt

Du& date

7/3/2012

Bili lo
dennis@drirlsh.com

1Josoriptl1m

Quantity

Unit price

Amo1mt

3

$30.00

$90.00

Outdoor - Weatherproof CC1V Security Surveillance Camera Housing
Bracket Enclosure

.f.

I ii

11

Subtotal
Total
~

}I

-

.

$90.00

:·:;c. ·: ._., .

. ~ "' -

$90.000::!D

3 "F'p,,r:;,

... _ - - -

r.~ t., ohff/' ·
~ -~j ~1~,-~4 (~ ,r;

Unit price

·-----~---- ·,-.>-~,---

Suutotal

Exhibit
Page

---~---
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Receipt - Pa,yPal

Page 1 of 1

Payment Receipt
PayPal transaction number

8JA34987236770737
Total
$90.00 USD

We'll send a confirmation email to Radar@drirish.com. This transaction wm appear on your statement as PayPal
*DlYSECURITY.

Paid to
D!YSECURl1YCAMERAWORLO
sam@diysecuritycameraworld.com
609-933-0290

Shipped to
Dennis Irish
100 Lincoln Ct
POB3
Harrison, ID 83833-0003
United States

Your shopping cart
Description

Payment to DIYSecurityCameraWorld.Com for
invoice DSC--126583

Price

Quantity

$90.00

Amount

$90.00

Item total
Tota!

$90.00
$90.00USD

I

Sl1ippeo to
Llt:!illlS 111S!l

1~1,.s L,ncc:, ,,__:l

Price

Dennis Irish, etal vs Jeffrey Hall, etal
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Quantity
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1

3

Outdoor Weathert1rm1f
Survel!lam::e Camera Housing
Em::losure
$ful1984 ( 806

*)

Iii

Price: US $25,00
~

You'll ••m $0.50 In •Say !lucks. ,.,, c,mdl~cr.s

liif!!IIMa!A!i!<"
like this
Le.am more

Shipping and hand!!rig
Item location: Fast Shipping from NJ, llnllail ~li,j~s:

l . ,. · : •· r:: ! l, 1t 1~ 1: i ~ ! i

Shipping !o: Unl!ed Slates
Excludes: Alasi<a/Hawail, US Prolaetoreles, APO/FPO, PO Box

S@fter ciw(gw, sales I©< for nems ohippsd to: NJ"(7,0%).
1 ' ~t

,.,f:;t.'t~JtJto~M+S!UttcrU.~ttitG-S~, ... •,

Buyer pays return shipping

i4days

Payment details

PsyPa! Preferred

riamM~Later ···

Accepted

•h<yil;,l-

lmmedlate payment required for this item

··-----------------

Immediate payment o! US $25.00 is required.

Item specifics
Type:
Brand:

Camara Housing
Unbranded/Generic

Modat

DSC.S05HS

Seller's description

Item:· DSC-605HB
1PC Heater

Housing & 1PC Mounting Bracket

"-'. 0
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420 h,nth Avenuer New Yorkr NY 10001 ~ Fax: 212.239.7770
1-212 444-6600
1-800 947-9950

1-212 444-6700
1-800 947-9978

1-212 444-S07
1-800 947-i18.

Tel: 212.239.7765 · 800.221 ..5743

U!

Professionals Source

,-'1!:tu;~-l!:11·--------

:*""tf',:lt,,

®

Fax: 212.502.9426 - 866.527.73

www.BandH .. com
Order No.: 393697940
Reference No.: 1020928320

Ill llllllllllllllllllllllllllllll IIll
Sold Tc: DENNIS IRISH
DENNIS IRISH
100 LINCOLN CT

POB.3
HARRISON, ID 83833
USA
Bill Phone: (206)714-4777

NETGEAR PROSAFE PLUS 16-PRT GB ETHRTNET SWI

172.50

172.51

107.95

1,079.50

Sa!t!Sperson Codt>:_ Wll
SERIAL#: 2HL5233E5006A

Qualifies for Na;; Shr,.,,;ii,f; ·Within

'thlCcn'tJ"gif,iw VSA ;c,.··, ·"'

· $1,252.00

Sub-Total:

Shipping & Handling:

$30.15

Exhibit
P1>ge _ _~ - - -
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Total Order:
Total Payment:
Balance:

$1,282.15
$1,282.15

.•. · $.00
557 of 590

Page 1 of 1

/&H Invoice
'

INVOICE
420 Ninth A'1«nue, New York, NY 10001
www.bhphorovldto.ccm

1111 Ji••.s2,9
212.59'1.3912

Pll!asa prlnt ~nd save a copy for reference.

!!I ft;l!\t.&Qt

.

bate
05/29/2012

Sl!lpp!ng Method
UPS:, Days

Order Number

Status

NEW ORDER

102092.8320

Ship To

lllll To

Payment

Dennis !rish
Pennis lr\sn
100 Lincoln Ct

Dennis Irish

Card T),pa: PayPal
.\IIIC>Unt Chari:,ed: $ 1,28:>.15

Dennis !Msh
100 Lincoln Ct

P063

!'083
Harrison

Harrison
lD 83833-0003

lD 83833·0003

USA

USA

206 • 714 • 4777

206 • 714 • 4777

t-~·

Prke

Total

(JI

$172.50

$112.50

c..,o...'('i'..

$107.95

$1,079.50

Sub Total

$1,252.00
$30.U
$0.00

Qty
Natgur HEG5116f

Prosara Plu• 16-Port Glgablt Ethernet Switch
llnksys bv Ci,co

UIWQJON

Wlnrle:ss•N lrumtt Homa Monitoring Camera

1

10

Shipping
Safes tax

Total $1,282.15
Note: Signature may be required upon delivery.

Orders consisting of two or more types of items may be •lllpped from mu!l:lple !oeallons.
All order• art fMbjact to •1>proval by om vetifl<:atlon <lepl. W<!! wm notify you by ph0110 or email
•hould vour ard1r be dala.,llld,
l'leaJe pflnt ano ,;ave a c<>p)' of your Invoice befure lirav!11g this page,

l!ftlOU'l1!21

r------------------------------.
, On the go?
j~tderT~dofng! Now use your mobl!e phone to check order status. 19 ~

l:stfn,;;ted Delivery Dale-' Friday :J1.1ly 6, :u./:i:Z By end of day.

T/uml< you for your ordar,

f _iio,.:.e ·;

is'

ls
10

r; 1
I
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Invoice

INVOICE
420 Nioth A>anue, New York, NY !0001

www.bbphotovldeo.com

an.57,.ln4

212. 465.4257
Piel!~" pl1nt ind save a copy for reference.

13):dnUl!la
Date
07/16/2012

Shipping Method

Status

Order Ntanber

UPS 3 Days

NEW ORDER

102!078051

Ship To

Bill To

Dennis klsh
D.R. lrish and Amx:.

Dermls Irish

100 Llnccln Ct

Payment
Card Type: Visa Card
C;jtd flo.: UlO<XX•X>JO<X-3287

Arn<><mt Chal'Qlld: $ 1!14.39

P.O. Sox 3
100 Lincoln Ct
Harrison

Harrison
!D 83833-0003

lD 83933-0003

USA

USA

208 - 689 - 9833

208 - 689 - 9833

Qty
APC APPilVIJn

Total

Prk.e

C,AfY\--l.(h,b

2

$32.82

$65.64 \

Tr11ndn11t TRTfGSl!OG
8-Port Glg~t,jtGREENn•t Switch .

1

$34.95

$34,95 C,.,t1.(V\t.V'tt.,!,

MG Electronia l'IOMGTMSO
MGT2450 24 I/AC SO VA Oas JI r:ug-ln
_ , Supjll)', Lil/CSA AJlP<Ov~, ...
'

2

$10.95

$ 21. go

sub Tora!

Sales Tax

$122.49
$31.90
$0.00

Total

$154.39

su111eArrest Performence

Shipping

r I vo1¥1.~·-ft..v

CJ>.. '{Y\-t,, r--,..,0

Orders conslstlng of two or more types of Items mav be sl!lpped from multiple locations.

All ordttll a111 llUbjact to •ppronl by our ver!f!Cl'lt!on dept. We
lllloold your order b• dalayed.

wm notify you by phone or email

Pl&ase print ~nd save a copy of your lrwolce before leaving this page,

el~

_,On the go?

I

-----·--------------------.

SMS Order Tra.:kin111. Now use -;our rn~ phon<I to

chack oroo status. c!;I i:11st.J:ia

Estimated Delivery Date: Friday July 20, 2012 lly end of day.
Thank you tor )'our order.

; Home

0

•
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420 Ninth Avenue, New York, NY 10001 ~ Fax: 212.239.7770
1·212 444-6700
11-800 947-9978

1z-=:om1--------

1-212 444-5000
1-212 444-5070
1-800 947.:.9910_, :....:=--------··
1-800 947-1183
______

uire About Your Order Tel: 212.239.7765 - 800.221.5743 • Fax: 212.502.9426 - 866.527.737t

Professional's Source

www.BandH.com
Order No.: 395631240
Reference No.: 1021078051

1111mm1m11111111111111
/

So1&'1o: DENI\"'IS IRISH
. DENNIS'OOSH
P.O.BOX3
100 LINCOLN CT
HARRISON, HY83833

D.R. IRISH AND ASSOC.
100 LINCOLN CT
HARRISON, ID 83833

USA

J

. - 1··

Bill Phone: (208"89-9833
.1/ork Phone: (208)661-9993

Ship Phone: (208)689-9833

T PERFORMANCE

2
,.

, FiH sh1j:ij,ing witblli''thti <kini{g(IQus ilsA

rn

8-~o~t:J,~~erF«~EENNET SWITCHf:,:: /.~:): TATEGifi~~;
sa1e,p,~rsco2~·~;~f-!~o\o~ W.a/1·:;:

_. QuQoHnsrr
2

.,

MG

J:<?' ., , /., 6

\ •·

\?/ ':

-':, "' : : r;

34.95

. : ., . . : .

10.95

21.90

.. , .. '" •.'· : .

'¥{!11/(Jl(Jt::t·Ccn~~.:tt~.~-{\t ·J()})tt:

Sal•.sp~tw,d·-r~~· ·, :,• .·~·,

·:-..J~~•;..t,
, •• ,c ..,: .;'.','.'.;

".i .

\ . ,:, .: ,- .:~", . ;. ,-,

l

.-;.,;

·

Mam_sr24so

<-,i._~;_, :-

:

•..• ·. ',,

1

. ·.:. :,:--:', •

.........B&H HQl.'tlfAY.'sCHEDtlLE• .. r.. **!:· ::..~~:':: ·
B&H WIii be Cl.,OSEl(i:i11·SUnd11y July 29th\ i · •
We w,1tREOPEN on Mo~ay,

'

34.95

,:,

it~~ :\\:·

~{?{, ',_:

·i

2•v~ovA ·ci.As~ 2 raAsFOF:lMER

PLEASE

65.64

S7Z1128L4928~

a

SERIAL

32.82

APP11VNT3

wa

SERIAL l:.S7Zt128L49167

2

Ship To: DEf'.'NIS IRISH

Ju1y 30U, 41 9:QOam'.;,,

. . : . ·... ':'

. . .'

'~ . ;: '.(.:--?.;,?

~·tt\~,.- i,;;_.«

'j\:: ):,'.:

Sub-Total;
Shlpping & Handling:

... ,Exhi~it
Page_". .,...._.;.._ -;'----

Customer Copy
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iotalOl'~;.
Total Pajment:
Bahlnce:

$122.49
$31.90

$154.39

$154:39
. $.00

Page 1 ol 1
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'

11water
Electric Inc.

333 Koshney Road
St. Maries, ID 83861

\,){J.,~i~~6)~vpl'
n / iv#-----------,.---------,

·info@stillwater-e com

208-245-3871
r

VOICE

J(V

\}I

p•'i

Fax# 208-245-4074

11------D_a_te____-+-_ _ _1n_v_o_ic_e_#_ _--1
6/4/2012

98837

Due Date

Terms

6/4/2012

Due on receipt

Purchase Order #

Permit Number

Bill To

City of Harrison
PO Box73
Harrison, ID 83833

Project
,r

Qty
'

...Description
,-',. '•
. '

Rate

~

Amount

INSTALL OUTLETS IN RV AREA INFORMATION BbARD FOR OPERATION Of REMOTE CAMERAS
- SIX OUTIHS IN LID
. ··
.
··
- INSTALL TWO SOCKET LAMPHOLDER AND PHOTOCELL
- UNAlllETO GET POWER fROM,llGHT POLE, USED CONDUIT FROM CAMP HOST PANEL

cut lN OUTlET AT SHOWER 'HOUSE UP NEAR
. LIGHT
,'

.·'

,.

3 Stcmdord Construction Lobar ..
4 Apprentice Labor ~~rie1;c.~_<;,rode 1
3
1
2
20
3
1
300

l
l
1
1
4
2

2

'

,,

60.00

35.00

-

•.

CARLON E96tEFN PVC FSC BOX WI 2 3/4 HUBS. ---,
LEVITON X7599-W TAMPER RES Gfl OUTLET 15A WHT
LEV BR 15 COMM GRADE RECEPT WHT
3/4lN PVC SCHOO CONDUIT
3/4/N PVC 900€0
SCH80
3/4!N PVC LB FITTING THHN-12-BLACK-STRANDED CU 500
Non-Inventory (::ompoheht Parts
INTERMAT LC.4521C 120V lWIST LK PHOTO CONTRl C[AM SHELL PACK
BWF ROUNo·wp· COVER Wti LAMPHOLDERS
....... .
BWF ROUND WP BOX W5 1/,ZIN HUBS
HOM l 20 SQD 5p.:120;2~ov-:i0:s
MM400C-B IN USE BUBBLE COYER
PVC 2-lN TYPE LB CONDUIT FITTING
2!N PVC 45DEG .ELL

13.30
17.48
2.43
0.5235
4.46
6,63
0.18212

asow

l J.32

180.00
140.00
39.90
17.48
4.86
10.47

13.38
6.63
54.64
11.32
22.86
13.12'

22.86
13.12
8.95
5.95
l l.49
13.66216

27.32

2.89189

5.78

8.95
5.95
45.96

E.xhtbtr .....
,~'·
<

~ "'

---

..

Paymen! due 15 days from lnvi>ice dole. post due !n tt.rty doy;s, u,nleu *~ng~enh have
been made in v.rlling. Pas! due occovnls wit be chorged o loie tea of 2' on ~e balance oQch
'1.:mlh unlil JX]id. Accoun!S rnotil lhon 60 dpys posf due wll be lomed over for collecflon and o
onfrm::tors fain will oo llled. Any m:tJticotlon lo installafion mode by o,y paty other lhon
· 'i!Ulwoter l:leciric Inc or It's ovthOJliedoganls ore of lhe ownoo ris~ and ....t not be considered os
;;orl t;1l lne job Ylilh regard lo lnspt!1cfi00$ performance ot equpment.
\.Please make checks payable lo Sit.voter Beclric Inc.

°'

Interested in practical and affordable
\Jtemative Energy such as solar or wind?
Ask us about our green power division www

nnrlhwi>r::fnr,opnf,:,r.h r.nm

NORTHWI.IIT
GREENTE.CH

Dennis Irish, etal vs Jeffrey Hall, etal
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Total

$608.62

Payments/Credits

.$0.00

Balance Due

$608.62

Thank You For Your Business!/
561 of 59~

Phone:

·---------------
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Dona from the Gatewa Marina
1~·"'""-rom:
ant:
To:
Subject:

Mayor Wanda Irish [Mayor@CityOfHarrison.org]
Friday, June 27, 2014 6:53 PM
'Dona from the Gateway Marina'
RE: cameras and paving

From: Dona from the Gateway Marina [
Sent: Thursday, June 26, 2014 9:15 AM
To: 'Mayor Wanda Irish'
·'1iubject: FW: cameras and paving

·]

I have not heard back from you since our last email communication I would still like to know if there are any
cameras ( video and or audio) at or around 100 Cedar St , owned by you, Dominic Como, and or Dennis Irish.
I kt you know that my carnen1s are on my own property for security purposes only. I have every right to know
if you and your family an! spying on my home . This would be a very simple yes or no answer. Please
cooperate.

Thank you!!:)©

From: Dona from the Gateway Marina [

Sent: Tuesday, June 10, 2014 7:27 AM
To: 'Mayor Wanda Irish'
Subject: f\N: t-ameras and paving
It appEar~,; n;;;;v ~1a\.--c ,.1pset you. This VJd'3 not rnv intent'.on~ c1nd; Ztpc,/ogize. I have securitv carnerns on rnv pL.tc;~~ ctbusin~?:'.._::: ~,;~d rrr,· h,:)t:!(': Thf!SP z~~1n10ra~~ c1r(! f'.Jr sec~;ritv onlv <.1nd Zff(~ in vie\·v of n1y prooen
oniv.
1

1
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15,.,ei~Q__-DAiei,___ _ _ __

C11Y OF HARRISON
PO Box 73
Hanison, Idaho 83833
Phone (208)639-3212
fa". (208)689-9014

PUBLIC RECORDS INFORMATION REQUF.ST FORM
ht accoul:mcc with J.C,9-.148, 110 uge11ry nz indtpendc:nt public body, cotptlnte or p111itkal, ml)y
1.li~tdhute or §cH for use :is !l m:tiHng list \:it :l telephone nunt~l li$t 11ny list nf persons withont first
scemiug th~ pe-.rmission ofthoi:e 1)n rite li~L

11equcst to examine
copy

[ ]

(.. y

the foilowing rocords:
I

Mailing address:

___i:.J~~~..
'

I

___'-&m~--&~~--

Date of Request

Recei.ved hv:

··If initialed, more than three tJ) working days ,u e ner.d¢d to loc~tc or
retrieve the re4ucstt!d 1ccords. :\ iesponse shall be p10vided within
ten ( 10) mirkinit days of the request,
Amount Received

Receipl /Vo

t-+

Exhibit
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST TO EXAMINE AND/OR COPY PUBLIC RECORDS
DATE:

July 11, 2013

NAME OF REQUESTOR:

Dona Hall
PO Box 232
Harrison, IO 83833
Phone: 949-289-3232

DATE OF REQUEST:

July 11 2013

1. [X] The record you have requested does not exist.
2. [ ] It has been determined that additional time is required to locate or retrieve some
of the records you have requested.
3. [ ] Your request has been denied as the following records are exempt from public
disclosure for the stated reason.
4. f ] The attorney for the entity has reviewed your request and this response.
NOTICE: PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE § 9-343 YOU HA VE 180 DAYS TO
APPEAL THIS DECISION BY FILING A PETITION IN STATE DISTRICT
COURT IN THE COUNTY WHERE ALL OR PART OF THE RECORDS ARE
LOCATED

Samantha Haines
City Clerk
Harrison City Hall
Kootenai County
(208)-689-3212

RESPONSE TO REQUEST TO EXAMINE AND/OR COPY PUBLIC RECOR
Dennis Irish, etal vs Jeffrey Hall, etal

Docket No. 44794
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DEfENDA

EXHIBIT NO.

ID!:IIITil'fC~,l'lONIIMCIENC!,

CASE NO:_ _ __
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5678~~ ..

-----

In ia:ordl'ln~

~n fat l!!lt Q
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RESPONS1'~ TO REQUEST TO EXAMINE AND/OR COPY PUBLIC RECORDS

DATE:

7/2/2014

NAME OF REQUESTOR:

Dona Hall
PO Box 232

Harrison, ID 83833
DATE OF REQUEST:
I.

6/26/2014

[ X] No such documents exist in the custody of City of Harrison. (This may be a
partial approval. See items 2 or 3 regarding records not located or deemed exempt.)
$_ _ __

Copies provided
Total cost

It has been determined that additional time is required to locate or retrieve
2.
[ ]
the records· you have requested.
Said records shall be available on
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _, or further information will be provided regarding your request.
(No longer than 10 days from request.)
3.
[ ]
Your request has been denied as the following records are exempt from
public disclosure for the stated reason.

4.

[ ]

The attorney for the entity has reviewed your request and this response.

NOTICE: PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE § 9-343 YOU HA VE 180 DAYS TO
APPEAL THIS DECISION BY FILING A PETITION IN STATE DISTRICT COURT
IN THE COUNTY WHERE ALL OR PART OF THE RECORDS ARE LOCATED

~~
City Clerk
Harrison City Hall
Kootenai County
(208) 689~3212
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WANDAUUSH
Mayor

:MARK WAGNER, PRESIDENT

SAMANTHA HAINES
City Tre.!llurer

\\-1LL BUTLER RON ELLIOTT

JEFF HALL

IDCH LUND

RUSSELL R:ml!l:UCH
Incoroorated l 899

August

Jeff & Dona Hall
PO Box 232
Harrison,
Re: Campground Dumpster
Dear Jeff & Dona Hall,
let it
known that on several occasions you have been observed dumping
Campground's dumpster that was not created by the City Campground.

Dates

in

City

times where you were seen improperly dumping are listed below:

August
at 9:06 p.m.
August 13 at 10:22 a.m.
August 15 at 1:07 p.m. and 7:20
August 23 at 1:59 p.m.
August 24 at 9:00 a.m.

p.m.

Please refer to Harrison City Code 3-1-6B. The City Campground dumpster is visibly marked for
Campground use only and is not to be used by anyone else.

I request that you cease and desist from this activity immediately.
Sincerely,

Wanda Irish

Mayor

PHONE, (ZOO) 689-:mz • FAX1 (208) 689-9014
100 Frederick Ave P.O. &x 73
Harrison, ID 83833
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Sl>\lt Ut

(:,()UHiY ,

FLED:
ERIK P. SMITH, Attorney at Law
ERIK P. SMITH, P.C.
311 ~B Coeur d'Alene Avenue
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814
Tel. (208) 667-2000
Fax (208) 765-9110

20\1 FFB \ 0 PH ~: 2,

I.S.B.N. 5008
I

Attorney for Defendants

IN THE FIRST DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

DENNIS IRISH and WANDA IRISH,
husband and wife,

CASE NO. CV 15~5814
NOTICE OF RE·FIUNG

Plaintiffs,
VS.

JEFFREY HALL and DONA HALL,
husband and wife,
Defendants.

COMES NOW, the Defendants, JEFFREY HALL and DONA HALL by and
through their attorney of record, ERIK P. SMITH, and hereby submit to the Court the

attached Affidavit of Matt Edmunds in Support of Defendant's Motion for
Attorney's Fees, filed on herein on January 31, 2017, with the addition of an inserted

date of notarization.
DATED this

day of February, 2017.

ERIKP. SM
Attorney for Defendants

NOTICE OF RE-FILING- 1
Dennis Irish, etal vs Jeffrey Hall, etal
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Frorn:Erik P. Smith

#878 P.002/005

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing instrument was:

LJ Hand Delivered

I ] Mailed, postage prepaid thereon
[X] Faxed
to the following interested party on this

ID

day of February, 2017:

Mischelle R. Fulgham
Attorney at Law
601 E. Front Street, Suite 502
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814

Fax: 664~4125

NOTICE OF RE-FILING~ 2
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12087659110

From:Erik P. Smith

02/1012017 16:21

ERIK P. SMITH, Attorney at Law
ERIK P. SMITH, P.C.
.
311-8 Coeurd'Alene Avenue
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814
Tel. (208) 66 7..2000
Fax (208) 76S-9110
ISBN 5008
Attorney for Defendants

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE' FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

DENNIS IRISH and WANDA UUSH,
husband and wife,
Plaintiffs,

CASE NO. CV 15-5814

AFFIDAVIT OF MATT EDMUNDS IN
SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS•
MOTION FOR ATTORNev•s FEES

vs.

JEFFREY HALL and DONA HALL,
husband and wife,
Defendants.

STATE OF IDAHO

)

County of Kootenai

)

) ss.
I, MATT EDMUNDS, being first duly sworn upon oath, depose and state

that
1. l am over the age of eighteen (18) years and I was a POST certified
Kootenai County Shariff Deputy ih 2012.
2. I was generally assigned to the City of Harrison civil conflicts and
criminal docket
3. During that summer I received dozens of telephone calls from Mayor

Wanda Irish regarding Jeff Hall and Dona Hall. In all my actuar visits there was
AFFIDAVIT OF MATT EDMUNDS IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDl:NTS MOTION FOR
ATTORNEYS FEES - 1
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From:Erik P. Smith

#878

P.004/0U:i

never a complaint of an actual law violation or disturbance of the peace.

Generally, it was clear the Mayor did not like the Hails.
4. i actually went to the City of Harrison as a result of those telephone
calls dozens of times during the summer of 2012.

5. During that summer I had doz.ens of personal contacts with Jeff Hall
regarding the conflict with Wanda Irish_
6. I saw Mrs. Irish and Mr. HaH interact several times.

7. I never saw Mr. Hali be rude or use profane language to Mrs. Irish.
8. in none of r'ny personal vislts to the City of Harrison or the gateway

marina did Mr. Hall breach the peace, and in feel he was always very

levelheaded despite a high level of C(Jnflici: in some circumstances.

9. In May 2012, 1 was. called by Mayor W~nda Irish regarding Mr: Halt's
vehicles, When l ~rrived, Mrs. Irish met m& at the Gateway Marina and she was
insisting that I issue a citation

to Mr.

Hall ror his own vehicle for being illegally

parked. I confirmed with Mr. Hall and Mrs. Irish that his vehlcle was parked on

his own property. I informed her in a face~to-face com.tl;lrsatlon that it could not
be cited. She theQ insisted that I have the vehicle towed. I declined to tow his
vehicle for the same reasons that I coul.d not cite the vehicle.

Mrs. Irish was

noticeably disphspsed with my decision and teft my presence.

10, The next day, I received a telephone call from Mr. Hall that his vehicle
had In fact been towed. J expressed my disbelief and frustration at the result, but

since his vehicle had been returned I did nothing further.

11.later that sµmmer of 2012, Mr. and Mrs. Hall requested that Mr. and
Mrs. lri$h be tr~spassed from the Gateway Marina. I contacted Mr. and Mrs. Irish

by telephone and gave them notice of the Trespass Order. They received and

understood the notice of trespass from me by telephone.

12. Within a few days, I received

a telephone call from

Dona Hall, outlining

some facts that appeared to be a violation of the Trespass Order. J followed up
by telephoning Mr. Jrish directly. Mr. Irish agreed to speak with me and admitted
to violating the Trespass Order as well as other facts, and based on Mrs. H131l

statements and Mr. lrlsh's admission, I chose to Issue a citation for stalking.

I

AFFIDAVIT OF MATT EOMUNDS IN SUPPORT OF DE:FENDENTS MOTION FOR
ATTORNEYS FEES - 2
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From: Er,i k P. Smith

#878 P.005/005

had no further contact regarding the citation with either party or the prosecuting

attorney.
13, The tenor of Mrs. lrish's contact with me and her complaints regarding
Mr. Hall ware obviously meant to harass Mr. and Mrs. Hall.
14. The. constant calls

were so frustrating and

without merit that I

eventually asked and received permission from my Captain to be relieved from
the City

of Harrison duty, and It was transferreo to another Kootenai County

/J-(i{.

Sheriff Deputy.

DATED this 1 • 7

'

day of December, 2016.

Affiant
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to b~fore m~ this

J1 day of December, 2016.

Notary Publlc for: Idaho
Residing at
V\

a

My Commission Expires;

/, . / .'

/t1 /le-( Ml#

AFFIDAVIT OF MATT EDMUNDS IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDENTS MOTION FOR
ATTORNEYS FEES - 3
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Dian< \1. Bolan

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOT.EN

T)f" Pl IT

DENNIS IRISH and WANDA IRISH,

)
)

Plaintiffs/Appellants,

)

s.c.

No. 44794

)

vs.

} Case No. CR-CV-15-5814
)

JEFFREY HALL and DONA HALL,

)
)

Defendants/Respondents.

)

NOTICE OF LODGING

Please be advised that the following transcripts

held before the Honorable Cynthia K.C. Meyer have been
lodged with the Clerk of the Kootenai County District
Court:

Trial - complete transcript
Pages 1 - 209

(11-29-16

Motions - Day 2 - complete transcript (11-29-16)
Pages 210-246

£

Date:

2-14-17

Diane Bolan
Official Court Reporter

Dennis Irish, etal vs Jeffrey Hall, etal
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STATE OF IDAHO
COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

PILED:

AT __

~

} SS

CLE

MISCHELLE R. FULGHAM, ISB #4623
LUKINS & ANNIS, P.S.
601 E. Front Street, Suite 303
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-5155
T: 208-667-0517
F: 509-363-2478
rnfu lgharn(ci), luk ins.com
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
Dennis Irish and Wanda Irish

IN 1HE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF lHE
STATE OF IDAHO,IN AND FOR THECOUN1YOF KOOTENAI
DENNIS IRISH and WANDA IRISH,
husband and wife,
NO. CV-2015-5814
Plaintiffs,
ORDER DENYING DEFENDANTS'
ATTORNEY FEES

v.
JEFFREY E. HALL and DONA F. HALL,
husband and wife,
Defendants.

THIS MATTER having come before the Court on February 14, 2017 upon Defendants'

Memorandum ofAttorney Fees and Costs and good cause appearing therefore.

ORDER DENYING DEFENDANTS' ATTORNEY FEES: 1

01476455

2/17/17

Dennis Irish, etal vs Jeffrey Hall, etal
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IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Defendants' Memorandum of Attorney Fees is hereby

by DENIED.

so ORDERED this LI

s.,-

day of February, 2017.

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the _21 dayofFebruary, 2017, I caused to be served a
true and correct copy oftl1e foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to all
counsel of record as follows:
MischeHe R. Fulgham
Lukins & Annis, P.S.
601 E. Front Avenue, Suite 303
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814
mfulgham(a}lukins.corn

D
0
0
D

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Telecopy (FAX) 509-363-2478
Electronic Mail

Erik P. Smith
Attorney at Law
311-B Coeur d'Alene Avenue
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814
cps law2009(t7i gma iI.com

D
D

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered

[s--

D

Overnight Mail

Q-- Telecopy (FAX) 208-765-91 l 0

D

Electronic Mail

ORDER DENYING DEFENDANTS' ATTORNEY FEES: 2

01476455

2/17 /!7
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ERIK P. SMITH, Attorney at Law
AMANDA FINDLAY, Attorney at Law
ERIK P. SMITH, P.C., ATTORNEYS AT LAW
311-B Coeur d'Alene Avenue

2011 HAR 17 AH 9: 32

Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814
Email: office.epslaw@gmail.com
Tel (208} 667-2000
Fax(208)765-9110
ISBN 5008
ISBN 9916
Attorney for Defendants/Cross-Appellants

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE STATE OF
IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

DENNIS IRISH and WANDA !RISH,
Case No. CV-2015-5814
Plaintiffs/Cross-Respondents,
NOTICE OF CROSS-APPEAL
vs.
JEFFREY HALL and DONA HALL,
Defendants/Cross-Appellants.

TO:

THE ABOVE NAMED CROSS-RESPONDENTS, DENNIS IRISH AND WANDA

IRISH, AND THE PARTYS' ATTORNEY, MISCHELLE R. FULGHAM, AND THE
CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT:
NOTICE IS HEREBY given that:
1. The above-named cross-appellants, JEFFREY HALL and DONA HALL, appeal
against the above-named cross-respondents, DENNIS !RISH and WANDA
IRISH, to the Idaho Supreme Court from the Order Denying Defendants'
Attorney's Fees entered in the above-entitled action on the 21 st day of February,
2017, Honorable Judge Meyer presiding.

Docket No. 44794
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a

2. That the

to

order described in

Court,

1 above is an appealable order under and pursuant

to Rule 11 (a) LA.R.
3. A preliminary statement on appeal which the cross-appellant then intends to
assert in the appeal; provided, any such list of issues on appeal shall not prevent
the cross-appellant from asserting other issues on appeal are:

Did the Honorable Judge Meyer err in denying the cross-appellants an
award of attorneys' fees in the above-entitled action?
4. (a)

Is additional reporter's transcript requested? YES

Any additional transcript is to be provided in
electronic format,
(b)

The

D

hard copy,

D

D both (check one).

cross-appellant

requests

the

preparation

of

the

following

portions of the reporter's transcript:
&

February 14, 2017, hearing on Motion for Attorney's Fees.
Diane Bolan, Court Reporter

5. The cross-appellant requests the following documents to be included in the
clerk's record in addition to those automatically included under Rule 28, I.AR.
and those designated by the appellant in the initial notice of appeal:
12/13/2016 Memorandum Of Costs And Attorney Fees

0111012017

Motion To Strike A Portion Of Plaintiffs' Objection To Defendants' Memorandum Of Attorney
Fees And Costs

01/31/201 ?Defendants' Motion For Award Of Attorneys' Fees And Costs
01/31/2017 Memorandum In Support Of Defendants' Motion For Award Of Attorney's Fees And Costs
01/31/2017 Affidavit Of Matt Edmunds In Support Of Defendants' Motion For Attorney's Fees
01/31/2017 Affidavit Of Jeffrey Hall In Support Of Defendants' Motion For Attorneys' Fees
02/10/2017 Notice of Re-Filing
02/21/2017 Order Denying Defendants' Attorney Fees

6. Civil Cases Only. The cross-appellant requests the following documents, charts,
or pictures offered or admitted as exhibits to be copied and sent to the Supreme
Court in addition to those requested in the original notice of appeal.
•

No additional documents

Docket No. 44794
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7.
notice of

(a)

and any request for

served on the reporter.
That the clerk of the district court has been paid the estimated fee

(b)

for preparation of the reporter's transcript and any additional documents
requested in the cross-appeal.

(2)

D

That the cross-appellant is exempt from paying the estimated

transcript fee because _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

(c) That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant
to Rule 20.

ERIK .
Attorney for Defendants/Cross-Appellants
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the

day of March, 2017, a true copy of the foregoing

was:
[ ] hand delivered to:
[ ] mailed postage prepaid to:
[X] by fax to:

Mischelle R. Fulgham
Attorney for Plaintiffs/Cross-Respondents
601 E. Front Street, Suite 502
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814

Fax: 664-4125
[ ] by email to:

Diane Bolan
Court Reporter
realtimereporter@hotmail.com
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Diar M. Bolan
o. 47}.

OFFiClAL COURT REl~r·o

324 West Garden t\}l)tff(~ r
WW, il :
Coeur d'Ah:1w;' ltliiil>: 83816-9000
Phone: (208) 481-2009 • Fax (208) 446-1188
Email: t,•altirnc

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL
OrfllliY
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

DENNIS IRISH and WANDA IRISH,
Plaintiffs/Respondents,
vs.

JEFFREY HALL and DONA HALL,

)
)
S.C. No. 44794
)
)
) Case No. CV-15-5814
)
)

A

ellants/Res ondents.

)

NOTICE OF LODGING
Please be advised that the following transcripts
held before the Honorable Cynthia K.C. Meyer have been
lodged with the Clerk of the Kootenai County District
Court:
February 14,

2017 - Motions on Request for

Attorney's fees

U~x

____ __ _

~-1
----------------- . --~--·--~
Diane Bolan
Official Court Reporter

...
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO

DENNIS IRISH and WANDA IRISH,
husband and wife,
PLAINTIFFI APPELLANT
CROSS-RESPONDENTS,

vs.
JEFFREY HALL and DONA HALL,
Husband and wife,
DEFENDANT/RESPONDENT
CROSS-APPELLANTS.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

SUPREME COURT
CASE NO. 44794

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS
I, Jim Brannon, Clerk of the District Court of the First Judicial District of the State of
Idaho, in and for the County of Kootenai, do hereby certify that the attached list of exhibits is a
true and accurate copy of the exhibits being forwarded to the Supreme Court of Appeals.
I further certify that the following documents will be submitted as exhibits to the
Record:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Plaintiffs Exhibit 1 - Photos
Plaintiffs Exhibit 2 -Document
Plaintiffs Exhibit 3 - Document
Plaintiffs Exhibit 4-Document
Plaintiffs Exhibit 5 - Document
Plaintiff's Exhibit 6 - Photo
Plaintiffs Exhibit 8 - Photo

I -Clerk's Certificate of Exhibits
Dennis Irish, etal vs Jeffrey Hall, etal
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In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of said Court at Kootenai
County, Idaho this

~cl

day o f ~ ( . ; ! : ~ . 2017.
'

Jim Brannon
Clerk of the District Court

2-Clerk's Certificate of Exhibits
Dennis Irish, etal vs Jeffrey Hall, etal
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO

DENNIS IRISH and WANDA IRISH,
husband and wife,
PLAINTIFF/APPELLANT
CROSS-RESPONDENTS,

vs.
JEFFREY HALL and DONA HALL,
Husband and wife,
DEFENDANT/RESPONDENT
CROSS-APPELLANTS.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

SUPREME COURT
CASE NO. 44794

)
)
)

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I, Jim Brannon, Clerk of the District Court of the First Judicial District of the
State ofldaho, in and for the County of Kootenai, do hereby certify that I have personally
served or mailed, by United States mail, one copy of the Clerk's Record, Transcript and
Exhibits to each of the Attorneys ofrecord in this cause as follows:

ERIK P. SMITH

MISCHELLE R. FULGHAM
60 l E Front St., Ste. 502
Coeur D'Alene, ID 83814

311-B Coeur d'Alene Ave.
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814

IN WITNESS WHE~E~ave unto set my hand and affixed the seal of the
201 7.
said Court this QJ,,o} day

of',~y,

Jim Brannon

Cler:§is:ict Court
By: .
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TN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO
DENNIS IRISH and WANDA IRISH,
husband and wife,
PLAINTIFF/APPELLANT
CROSS-RESPONDENTS,

vs.
JEFFREY HALL and DONA HALL,
Husband and wife,
DEFENDANT/RESPONDENT
CROSS-APPELLANTS.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

SUPREME COURT
CASE NO. 44794

l, Jim Brannon, Clerk of the District Court of the First Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and for the

County of Kootenai, do hereby certify that the above and foregoing record in the above entitled cause was
compiled and bound under my direction as, and is a true, full and correct record of the pleadings and
documents under Rule 28 of the Idaho Appellate Rules.

l further certify there were exhibits were offered in this case.
I certify that the Attorneys for the Appellant and Respondent were notified that the Clerk's Record was

complete and ready to be picked up, or if the attorney is out of town, the copies were mailed by U.S. mail,
postage prepaid on the

3_>.cl,

day of

~

, 2017_.

I do further certify that the Clerk's Record will be duly lodged with the Clerk of the Supreme Court.

In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of said Court at Kootenai County,
Idaho t h i ~ d a y ~ 2 0 1 7 .
JIM BRANNON
Clerk of the District Court
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